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Print products are being phased 
out, advertising revenue is declin-
ing and journalists’ graduation 
from college isn’t alleviating the 
ongoing challenges of reaching full 
readership. But as local newspapers 
are bought out or closed entirely, 
collegiate papers might have the 
opportunity to step in and fill the 
void. Because of college newspapers’ 
not-for-profit mentality, university 
papers are in the right circumstanc-
es to reinvent and take risks, said 
Chrissy Beck, the general manager 
for the Duke Chronicle. 

“I think, most of us that care about 
journalism are doubling down,” Beck 
said. “We know we will weather this, 
and the need for transparent, good 
journalism is going to be even stron-
ger when we get out of it.”

Staying afloat 
At the beginning of the 2016-2017 

academic year, The Daily Tar Heel 
cut one day of print. An academic 
year later, the print product runs 
three days a week, and the profes-
sional staff has been reduced to just 
one member, the general manager 
Erica Perel. 

Matt Queen, the president of The 

Daily Tar Heel’s Board of Directors, 
said the DTH had been living outside 
of its means for the past few years, 
and the newspaper has recently 
begun to face these implications. 

“Students graduate, and they pass 
the problem onto the next students 
who don’t have all the knowledge 
that was built up over those years,” 
Queen said. 

Penny Abernathy, a professor 
at UNC’s School of Media and 
Journalism, said college media must 
structure a business model focused 
on the future.

“(Newspapers) need to identify 
their most critical customer fran-
chises — and when I say customer, 
I’m talking about reader — and they 
need to make some tough choic-
es about what resources they have 
available to them and how they best 
utilize those resources to serve their 
community,” Abernathy said. 

Unlike professional newspapers, 
Beck said college media does not 
have to pay dividends, report back to 
shareholders or worry about making 
a profit.

“We’re all nonprofits, so we just fit 
a different financial mindset — just 
enough to make it work,” she said. 

A void to be filled
In 2004, the total newspaper 

circulation in North Carolina was 
approximately 1.3 million for daily 
papers and 1.2 million for week-
lies, according to the Center for 
Innovation and Sustainability in 
Local Media at UNC Chapel Hill’s 
School of Media and Journalism. 

Thirteen years later, the num-
bers looked much different. In 2017, 
newspaper circulation had fallen 
to 770,000 for daily papers and 
730,000 for weeklies.

Abernathy began looking at 
newspaper changes nationwide and 
found local publications were closing 
entirely or being bought up by large 
investment firms.

If these papers began to underper-
form financially, Abernathy explains 
in her research that the investment 
firms either sold or closed the paper 
in its entirety, leaving communities 
with a local news gap — a gap wait-
ing to be filled by university papers.

“When you have the distress and 
disarray occurring that has resulted 
in the loss of almost 2000 news-
papers — local newspapers, small 
and mid-sized newspapers — since 
2004, then the role of the college 
newspaper can potentially become 
that, of not just informing the col-
lege community, but of informing the 
local community around the college,” 

Abernathy said. 
A laboratory for training

After Sarah Brown’s first year of 
college, she was the summer State 
and National Editor for The Daily 
Tar Heel. At the time, the N.C. 
General Assembly was in session, 
sorting through budget negotiations 
— and she vividly remembers asking 
herself, ‘How do I even begin to write 
about the budget?’

“No one was giving me any direc-
tion,” Brown said. “I just had to fig-
ure it out, and that was an incredi-
ble opportunity the DTH gave me to 
just be sort of thrown into the thick 
of things.”

Throughout Brown’s tenure, she 
contributed to coverage on the after-
math of UNC’s athletic-academic 
scandal and the resignation of the 
UNC-system president.

Her time at the DTH also fostered 
her love for covering higher educa-
tion — an issue she now pursues at 
the Chronicle of Higher Education.

Queen said the DTH fills an 
important role in training. 

“I think college media is kind of 
this laboratory where journalists can 
learn about what it means to be an 
independent voice and to serve their 
local town or their local university,” 
he said.

Finding the right product
Beck said many students don’t 

come into college with the habit of 
reading a daily print newspaper, and 
it is important for college newspa-
pers to understand the consumption 
habits of their readers.

“I think it’s very obvious to the col-
lege students that come to campus 
that they consume news differently 
than people did 10-15 years ago, and 
so you’ve got to meet them where 
they are,” Beck said. “If you want 
them to read the news that we’re 
putting out, you need to put it in a 
platform where they’re going to be.” 

Still, Queen said print editions of 
the newspaper can be prized after big 
events.

“When we beat Duke the other 
day, I had people texting me, ‘Where 
can I find a Daily Tar Heel?’ because 
all the boxes they found were empty,” 
Queen said. 

Despite changes and cuts, for 
those in the college newspaper 
industry, the future is bright.

“(College newspapers) can make 
decisions that are sort of more in the 
purest form because we’re doing it 
for fairness, honesty and telling the 
truth, and we’re doing it for training 
student journalists,” Beck said.

city@dailytarheel.com

Today is The Daily Tar Heel’s birthday, but what does the future look like?  

But the eternal youth of the Tar Heel nevertheless is considered a blessing because it is youth that keeps it, 
like a typical adolescent, defiant in the face of authority, eager for growth and protective of its freedom.

JEN PILLA TAYLOR

DTH/ZITA VOROS
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CORRECTIONS

The Feb. 20 SBP Q&A mistakenly stated 
that Student Government had merged 
at the beginning of this academic year. 
They actually separated. The DTH apol-
ogizes for the error. 

• The Daily Tar Heel reports any inaccurate 
information published as soon as the 
error is discovered.

• Editorial corrections  will be printed on 
this page. Errors committed on the 
Opinion Page have corrections printed 
on that page. Corrections also are noted 
in the online versions of our stories.

• Contact Managing Editor Jessica Swanson 
at managing.editor@dailytarheel.com 
with issues about this policy.

Like: facebook.com/dailytarheel

Follow: @dailytarheel on Twitter

Follow: dailytarheel on Instagram

COLUMN

You may notice the Feb. 23 
print edition of The Daily 
Tar Heel is a new size. It’s a 

time of monumental change for the 
DTH. The old ways of operating are 
no longer working, and we’re slow-
ly figuring out how to navigate a 
changing media world. The current 
staff is learning how to be flexible.

We started this year with a dif-
ferent website and different print 
product. In August we had no idea 
which direction we would take, so 
we learned to roll with the punches.

We’re also moving offices. 
Thanks to the internet we can 
largely work remotely when 

pressed, but the importance of 
having a central location cannot be 
understated. The office is a place to 
come together, to call home and to 
work and create memories.

Today, this edition of the DTH 
was produced in less than ideal 
conditions. Our stuff is still being 
moved, and there isn’t internet in 
the new office, so we’re currently 
operating out of the basement of 
Carroll Hall. We’re moving into our 
new location soon, but this past 
week the staff has put out the news 
from all over campus.

All of this change also comes 
during a time of celebration, which 
is fitting for the DTH. Whenever 
this paper has faced a challenge, 
we’ve done it with humor and with-
out fear — celebrating surviving 
even the toughest of times by going 
to Linda’s.

While this weekend will be dedi-
cated to celebrating our history, it is 
also a time to reflect for the future. 
One thing I learned while reading 
about the paper’s history is that it 
has always faced two big problems.

In my mind, these problems have 

been near-universal for most DTH 
staffs. First, fostering a diverse 
staff has been something the DTH 
has always struggled with. Second, 
financing the journalism the DTH 
produces has threatened this 
paper’s existence multiple times.

The Daily Tar Heel is officially 
125 years old as of today. Given how 
stressful putting out the news every 
day can be, it is truly a testament to 
the quality of journalists coming to 
UNC that we’ve managed to make 
it work for this long.

At the DTH’s inception as a wing 
of the athletic association, I doubt 
the editors had any way of know-
ing what they were unleashing on 
Chapel Hill.

The Daily Tar Heel started on a 
humble page, just looking to be a 
local recorder of events. Thankfully, 
the DTH did not stick to its hum-
ble beginnings. The paper quickly 
began to see itself as more than a 
simple recorder of events; it began 
to investigate and take a stake in its 
community. This paper has always 
been willing to call out injustice, to 
demand more and to ruffle feathers 

when the community needed it.
All of this was done by a student 

staff who never accepted the lim-
itations many assume come with 
being a student paper. After all, the 
DTH works professional hours, so 
it was only natural that they would 
have professional aspirations.

These problems will continue 
into the future, but with a staff that 
doesn’t accept the status quo often, 
I have no doubt people will contin-
ue to find ways to make the DTH 
better.

That said, the problems facing 
this paper have no easy solutions. 
Hiding behind the page will only 
prolong our problems. So please, 
continue to engage with us and 
hold us accountable. We pride our-
selves on holding the community 
accountable, but sometimes we 
need you to hold us to a high stan-
dard too. 

We’ve been around for over a 
century, and as long as there is a 
UNC to cover, we will be there to 
report on it.

Thank you for reading, get excit-
ed for the future DTH. 

Tyler Fleming
Editor-in-Chief
Senior history and political science dou-
ble major from Randleman

Many problems face the DTH and should be remembered on its 125th birthday. 

A redesign, a move and a celebration

By Molly Looman
Assistant University Editor

In the summer of 1969, two UNC 
seniors were preparing the program 
for the upcoming fall orientation. 
They stood on the second floor of the 
Frank Porter Graham Student Union 
staring down at the construction of 
what would soon become a univer-
sity landmark.

“Why don’t we call it The Pit?”
Bruce Cunningham and Phyllis 

Hicks, the pair that gave The Pit its 
trademark name, graduated the fol-
lowing May, having no idea that they 
had created a long-lasting tradition.

“I thought it was going to be a 
flash-in-the-pan moniker, a bit 
of flash-in-the-pan irreverence,” 
Cunningham said.

The 3-foot hole in the ground 
would go on to serve as the epicen-
ter for student activity. Its name was 
solidified when The Daily Tar Heel ran 
an editorial praising the Orientation 
Committee for their creation.

“We sort of expect the officials 

in South Building to come up with 
something like the Frank Edward 
Jones Memorial Square when work 
on The Pit is finally completed,” the 
DTH wrote in 1968. “Personally, we 
like The Pit.”

The Pit was not the only new 
addition to campus that summer. 
With women only being admitted 
as first years to the University a few 
years before in 1963, the campus saw 
changing demographics. Hicks was 
a member of the second class of first 
years admitted into UNC and often 
was the only female in her classes.

Hicks served as the women’s coor-
dinator for the orientation planning. 
She said she joined because she saw a 
need for change in how women were 
treated on campus and viewed orien-
tation and The Pit as an opportunity 
to work on that.

A primarily male UNC often held 
mixers with its largely female coun-
terpart University of North Carolina 
at Greensboro. Often this process left 
the UNC first-year female students 
at a disadvantage when it came to 

finding dates.
“The women would get off, and 

the men would line up and they 
would just pick and roll” Hicks said. 
“We freshmen women were kind of 
left behind. We couldn’t stand up to 
45 buses.”

Hicks initiated a change where the 
women from Greensboro would be 
dropped off at the female residences 
halls and walk with the UNC women 
to meet the men coming up South 
Campus.  The mixers would be held 
either in The Pit or another indoor 
location and allowed both parties to 
make choices on pairs.

The Pit and surrounding area 
became home to countless protests 
and student demonstrations over its 
first five years of existence.

“This was when the pendulum 
started to swing from all white, 
all male to integrated racially,” 
Cunningham said. “It was a tran-
sition probably unlike any five-
year period in the history of the 
University”

A year after The Pit’s construc-

tion, it saw one of the largest stu-
dent protests at the time. The U.S. 
involvement in Cambodia combined 
with the death of four students at 
Kent State University led thou-
sands to join in a memorial protest 
through campus, according to a 
September 1970 issue of The Daily 
Tar Heel.

“Not only was the three-week 
strike against the U.S. involve-
ment in Cambodia the largest in 
number,” The Daily Tar Heel arti-
cle said, “It also brought into the 
student protest students who had 
never dreamed they would march 
on a picket line.’”

The Pit was just a feature of a 
changing University. Around it rose 
new libraries and educational build-
ings, and the trees planted that sum-
mer still cast shade. 

Now, with talk of a new student 
union renovation in the works and a 
tense political climate, the former pit 
of red clay will once again witness a 
changing UNC.

university@dailytarheel.com

COLUMN

In an interview for this 125th 
anniversary paper, Emily Steel 
contrasted The Daily Tar Heel 

experience to that at legacy papers.
“Everyone who works (at the 

DTH) is always young, and they’re 
always fresh,” Steel, now a reporter 
for The New York Times, said. “For 
these people there never was a way 
things were done before, because 
they’re the ones doing it now.”

Reflecting on this anniversary 
paper — and on my own four years 
on Rosemary Street — I’ve come to 
realize just how much Steel’s state-
ment resonates. Since I joined the 
State & National Desk fall semester 

of my first year, I’ve observed and 
learned. That’s what we’ve all done.

I wondered how Sarah Brown, 
class of 2015, could possibly bal-
ance taking interviews from Board 
of Governors members and editing, 
having just returned from a run. 
And I laughed at the spare blazer 
she always kept in her trunk. I 
learned that 15 sources for a news 
story does not equate to 14-16 inch-
es, basically ever. I listened intently 
as editor after editor shared pieces 
of DTH lore, stories of their tri-
umphs and corrections.

No day at the DTH is the same, 
and yet the newspaper creates a 
lineage. It’s a connection built upon 
the shared experiences interviewing, 
the dinners we’ve salvaged with stale 
Cheetos from the vending machines, 
the realizations that a single weekend 
can hold a massive on-campus pro-
test, an NCAA hearing in Nashville 
and the first week of classes.

Each editor approaches their 
coverage area distinctly, and yet so 
many of us remember sitting on a 
rotating collection of overstuffed 
couches and shuffling back-and-

forth between the office and class… 
and then back to the office.

Certain stories, like the NCAA’s 
investigation into the University, 
lend themselves to cross-generation-
al conversations. When news broke 
that the NCAA would call coaches to 
Nashville, we called Bradley Saacks, 
class of 2016. Before meeting with 
the NCAA in Indianapolis or con-
ference-calling in Chapel Hill, we 
researched. Our own trials covering 
the athletic-academic scandal quick-
ly found footing in the work of those 
before us. We referenced articles by 
Amanda Albright and Sara Salinas, 
classes of 2014 and 2017, respec-
tively. We read pieces by Sarah Frier 
from 2011, calling for University 
transparency.

Any year at the newspaper, it’s easy 
to feel like the staff faces a unique set 
of challenges. Within the past aca-
demic year especially, as The Daily 
Tar Heel has confronted tough finan-
cial decisions, a move, and a swath of 
University and sexual assault inves-
tigations, being an editor has felt like 
it’s brought high stakes.

Compiling this 125th anniver-

sary edition was a pretty clear 
and comforting reminder that, as 
Steel explained, part of the DTH 
is always feeling new and differ-
ent. Researching in the archives of 
Wilson Library, a team of first-year 
through junior writers and editors 
revisited some of our most contro-
versial and memorable stories since 
1893. And they considered how the 
past 125 years might contribute to 
The Daily Tar Heel’s next. Reporters 
tackled issues most central to the 
DTH’s future success and most diffi-
cult to consider, writing about office 
culture, the future of college media 
and the evolving roles of women in 
professional newsrooms.

We can only cover so much of the 
DTH’s history — a fact made more 
obvious by the pages of articles we 
left tagged in the archives. But we 
hope this issue can begin to consid-
er the ways in which our past 125 
years have contributed to the paper 
we love and work for today.

Maybe the “eternal youth of 
The Daily Tar Heel” — coined by 
Jen Pilla Taylor — is that we’re all 
“fresh” and ready to try.

Corey Risinger
Director of Enterprise
Senior English and Hispanic literature and 
cultures double major from Chapel Hill

A reflection on what makes working for The Daily Tar Heel so special. 

The DTH is still fresh after 125 years

How the DTH helped name ‘The Pit’ in 1969



By Alex Zietlow
Assistant Sports Editor

A part of Jesse Baumgartner regrets it.
But not because he ever grew jaded or 

disinterested while covering the rivalry.
It was just that by the end of his senior 

year’s sports editorship at The Daily Tar 
Heel in 2009, he had covered four UNC-
Duke games — two in the Smith Center, 
two in Cameron Indoor Stadium. 

H e ’ d  s e e n  t h e  g e l  i n  M i k e 
Krzyzewski’s hair in postgame press 
conferences. He’d prepared the dif-
ferent profiles and features and side-
by-side graphics that fed the weeklong 
hype of ‘Beat Duke’ week in Chapel 
Hill.

As a member of the press, he’d seen 
and done it all.

And in retrospect, he wishes he 
would’ve been a regular student more 
often.

“Jumping over the fires (as a fan) on 
Franklin Street,” Baumgartner recalled 
from his first year in 2006, when he 
wasn’t covering the UNC-Duke basket-
ball game. “That’s something I’ll never 
forget.”

There’s an interesting dichotomy the 
DTH sports writers balance. Their job 
is to be impartial toward a team they’ve 
been inculcated to praise.

When “Jump Around” blares through 
the Smith Center speakers, they stay 
seated, holding onto their laptops and 
notebooks so the materials don’t fall off 
the table. 

When Theo Pinson punctuates a 
North Carolina win over Duke with 
a dunk, the only scream from press 
row is a comment to a DTH colleague 
over the ruckus, “That’s my story right 
there!”

“As a writer, you can’t lose your 
mind when ‘Jump Around’ plays,” said 
Brendan Marks, a former DTH senior 
sports writer who graduated in 2017. 
“And as a fan, you can, and that makes 
you feel connected, and it makes you feel 
like a fan. You get to feel all the hate and 
everything.

“All the games and all the time you 
spend being impartial and unbiased 
as a reporter, you make up for in that 
one game with all the yelling you do,” 
he said.

Reporting on the rivalry changes one’s 
relationship with it. While a sliver of 
Franklin Street is flooded with Tar Heel 
students coming together, DTH sports 
writers are in the media workroom in the 
Smith Center, working to encapsulate a 
spectacle that, for some reason, means 
so many different things to so many dif-
ferent people.

On the morning of Feb. 12, 2018, after 
North Carolina upset Duke just days 
before, the boxes that hold DTH news-
papers across campus were empty with-
in hours. The phone at the DTH hardly 
stopped ringing with readers asking for 
a copy of the rivalry issue, only to be told 
they had all been nabbed. 

“I felt a similar sort of pressure with 
the Duke games,” Baumgartner said. 
“You know that The Daily Tar Heel is 
part of this history. You’re part of the 
rivalry.”

On March 5, 2016, Sports Editor Pat 
James and reporter Carlos Collazo were 
trickling out of the small, Hoosier-styled 
visitors locker room in Cameron Indoor 
Stadium. 

Senior guard Marcus Paige was hus-
tling to get changed when senior for-
ward Brice Johnson put his cellphone in 
Paige’s face.

“They’re standing right in front of me,” 
James said, “and Brice comes over and 
he shows Marcus this video on Twitter 
of all the students just rushing Franklin 
Street.”

Paige and Johnson were more than 
20 minutes away from the road that was 
already set ablaze, far from the hallmark 
tradition of the rivalry.

An hour before, everyone was glued to 
a screen, wanting to be with the players 
on the court. Now, the two stars of the 
night were glued to a screen of their own, 
wanting to be with everyone else.

But this separation didn’t make them 
feel any less like students. It was just 
different, separate from the rest of the 
student body, but significant and special 
nonetheless.

Paige watched the video and started 
to speed up changing and packing. He 
turned to his 6-foot-10-inch roommate 
excitedly, and in one sentence, summed 
up why it’s special to be a part of this 
rivalry — no matter if you’re playing in 
the game, writing the story or jumping 
over flames.

“I’ve gotta go see my people.”
@alexzietlow05

@DTHSports 
sports@dailytarheel.com

By Lucas Risinger
Staff Writer

Chapel Fowler, current sports 
editor at The Daily Tar Heel, 
didn’t find his passion for sports 
or journalism until just before 
high school.

But when he did, the UNC 
sophomore didn’t have to look 
far to find insight.

“Once I realized what I wanted 
to do, I realized I had one of the 
best resources ever two rooms to 
my right,” Chapel said about his 
father Scott, a former DTH sports 
editor and current sports colum-
nist at The Charlotte Observer.

Chapel said he doesn’t feel 
pressure to live up to Scott, partly 
because they have such different 
writing styles.

“He would never make me feel 
that way, but I like to joke about 
it,” Chapel said. “I like to say that 
I live in his shadow sometimes.”

Scott said he’s proud of his 
son’s dedication and his accom-
plishments after only two years at 
the newspaper.

“I have not been surprised at 
how he’s done because he has 
really embraced it, has tons of 
questions about it and obviously 
is very passionate about it,” Scott 
said.

The Fowlers’ different skill sets 
transcend journalism. Scott said 
Chapel has better artistic talent, 
while Chapel said his father is a 
better communicator.

“My mom calls him an over 
communicator,” Chapel said. 
“He’s a bigtime singer.”

Dinner tables and Daily Tar 
Heels

The Daily Tar Heel was a 
family affair for Eleanor Flagler 
Hardy, ‘74, and Betsy Flagler, 
‘78, too — whose parents met at 
the DTH  in the 1940s and had a 
now-DTH-famous romance.

Betsy, who wrote a national-
ly-syndicated parenting column 
for 20 years, said the family’s 
entire way of life was influenced 
by the newspaper business.

“We heard about The Daily 
Tar Heel and newspaper stories 
around the dinner table. The 
newspaper business was a way of 
life for us six kids,” she said. “My 
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By Olivia Slagle
Senior Writer

“Little space for women,” read a 
campus brief in The Daily Tar Heel 
in 1951 — the same year that Glenn 
Harden was elected as the first 
female editor-in-chief of the news-
paper for a full term.

Though the brief referred to the 
physical constraints of housing 
women on the University’s campus, 
it also largely defined the presence 
of women in top leadership posi-
tions on the paper before Harden’s 
election.

The same could not be said for the 
current staff of The Daily Tar Heel, 
where former editors recount very 
female-dominated staffs.

Paige Ladisic, former editor-in-
chief of the newspaper and now 
national growth editor at McClatchy, 
said there was a female editor-in-
chief three out of her four years on 
staff.

“I remember being a (City Desk) 
assistant editor and doing the hiring, 
and we got to the end of it, and we 

realized we were hiring no men at 
all because all of the applicants were 
women,” she said.

Before Harden, openings for 
women as news editors were made 
possible by the departure of many 
male students for World War II.

“It just struck me that that isn’t 
that long ago,” Ladisic said of the 
wartime story. “The fact that that is 
in living memory for some people is 
really striking.”

Ladisic interned for two sum-
mers with The Charlotte Observer, 
a newsroom that she said was about 
proportional in terms of gender. 

But after leaving UNC, she 
said she was struck by how many 
male-dominated newsrooms she 
visited around the country while 
working for McClatchy in various 
positions.

“I always have been so blessed and 
thankful since I started my journey 
in professional journalism because 
I’ve had so many women mentors,” 
Ladisic said. “The team that I’ve 
worked on since I joined the compa-
ny has been women. That is not the 
experience of most women.”

While newsrooms with few 
women in leadership position might 
be led by very talented men, Ladisic 
said, visibility is important.

“I can imagine being a woman 
out of college going to a paper that 
is male-dominated (which) makes it 
hard for them to advocate for them-
selves and push for themselves and 
make sure they’re getting the train-
ing that they need,” she said. “I didn’t 
have that experience but so many of 
my friends and colleagues did and 
still do.”

According to the Women’s Media 
Center’s “The Status of Women in the 
U.S. Media 2017” report, men receive 
62 percent of byline and other credits 
in print, online, TV and wire news. 
The breakdown is about the same for 
solely print news, and slightly high-
er for TV news, with men represent-
ing 75 percent of evening broadcast 
reporters.

Topics reported on by men and 
women differ, as well. The center’s 
report said 11 percent of sports writ-
ers are women — compared to 57 
percent of lifestyle reporters and 54 
percent of education reporters. Men 
account for 68 percent of crime and 
justice reporters and 66 percent of 
national politics reporters.

Emily Steel, a reporter for the 
New York Times and university 
desk editor at The Daily Tar Heel in 
2004-2005, said it’s hard to compare 
working for the DTH to working at a 

newspaper after 
college.

“Everyone 
who works (at 
t h e  D T H )  i s 
always young, 
a n d  t h e y ’ r e 
always fresh,” 
Steel said. “For 
t h e s e  p e o p l e 
there never was 
a  w ay  t h i n g s 
were done before 
because they’re 
the ones doing 
it now.”

With so many changes between a 
college and professional newsroom, 
it is hard to pinpoint which ones 
might be related specifically to gen-
der or sex, she said.

Steel, who has worked at The 
New York Times for three and a half 
years, researched and reported on 
Bill O’Reilly and mounting sexual 
harassment allegations and secret 
settlements.

“The editors at The Times after I 
published this story realized this was 
a big issue and wanted to put our 
resources behind it,” she said. “There 
have been a lot of women involved in 
those stories, but there have been a 
lot of men as well.”

Steel said she worked on the 
O’Reilly story with fellow reporter 
Michael Schmidt.

“It helped us to see the world 
through two different lenses and 
think about how people talk to 
women, how people treat women 
and look at that through the lens of 
reporting,” she said. “With the sourc-
es we would talk to, whether it was 
that story or the story about Vice 
media, there were a lot of things, as 
a woman, that you can relate to or 
help approach reporting in a differ-
ent way.”

Steel said she knew she wanted 
to be a journalist before coming to 
UNC, and one of her first acts as a 
student was submitting her Daily Tar 
Heel application. Her mom saved the 
voicemail she left her when she knew 
she had been accepted.

Her experience at The New York 
Times has been phenomenal, she 
said, and she has been grateful to do 
the work she has done there.

“I thought there was real power 
in holding people in power account-
able and telling a story that really 
changed the way we think about 
the world,” Steel said. “I feel like our 
reporting has really been able to do 
that and I’m grateful for that.”

state@dailytarheel.com

BY THE 
NUMBERS

82 %
of current DTH 
leadership is 
female

37.7%
of 2017 national 
news reports 
produced by 
women

Over the years The Daily 
Tar Heel staff has become 

predominantly female. 

The family business: DTH legacies

DTH alums discuss newsroom gender equality

The DTH’s role in the 
UNC-Duke rivalry

PHOTO COURTESY OF BETSY FLAGLER
Mary Hill Gaston and Fred Flagler were featured in the Yackety Yack - 
years before children Betsy Flagler and Eleanor Flaglerw-Hardy would 
join The Daily Tar Heel.

parents were both journalists, 
their friends were journalists and 
on and on.”

Eleanor, now president and 
co-owner of the Society of 
International Railway Travelers, 
said she looks to her parents as 
an example in more than jour-
nalism.

“I found that the model of my 
parents both being so interested 
in the news and journalism, and 
being married to one another, 
was a great model for me and my 
marriage, and Betsy and her mar-
riage,” she said.

Jessica Banov, ‘97, Culture and 
Features editor at the News and 
Observer, said the shared experi-
ence at The Daily Tar Heel makes 
her relationship with her father 
special.

“(Journalism) became an 
interest probably because he 
exposed it to me on a more inti-
mate level than just the daily 
newspaper and current events,” 
she said.

Jessica said she remembers 
hearing her dad, Alan Banov, ‘67, 
talk about stories that he covered 
while he was a student.

“I do remember him when I 
was a kid bringing out a notebook 
of articles he wrote when he was 
a student there. One that stuck 
out was he got to cover a Martin 
Luther King rally in Durham, 
which I found pretty fascinating 
that he was a part of history when 
he was that age,” Banov said.

Tips, tricks and dog pics
Though she had the advantage 

of being raised by journalists, 
Betsy said she did not seek advice 
from her parents often.

“Occasionally I might call him 
for advice, but really, we were 
both working so hard — we didn’t 
have time to dwell on the stories,” 
she said.

Chapel said he only asks his 
father for advice when he is espe-
cially nervous. He remembers his 
father receiving public criticism 
for publishing harsh stories.

“There was a sign — (Scott) 
uses it in all of his presentations 
about journalism. It said ‘Fire 
Fowler – No credability,’ but cred-
ibility’s spelling is butchered,” he 
said. “He basically told me, ‘peo-
ple are going to get mad at you 
at some point; it doesn’t really 
matter what you do. You could be 
doing the best job in the world, 
and somebody will get mad at 
you.’”

Scott said he gives his son 
warning against some mistakes, 
but thinks Chapel has to learn 
from his own mistakes, too. He 
said he receives very few journal-
ism requests — at least, compar-
atively speaking.

“For every one tip he asks 
me about journalism, he proba-
bly asks me three times to send 
another photo of what the dogs 
are doing today,” Scott said.

@lucasrisinger
state@dailytarheel.com

For some Chapel Hill 
journalists, The Daily Tar 

Heel is in their blood. 
Sports writers have historically 

been both removed from the 
action and a part of it. 
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 POWERED BY  CAROLINA PERFORMING ARTS 
CURRENTUNC.ORG

CAROLINA SQUARE
123 WEST FRANKLIN STREET

CHAPEL HILL

IS NOW THE TIME FOR REVOLUTION? 
PREPARE TO JOIN (AND CREATE) A 
CAUSE AS YOU DEBATE MANIFESTOS, 
SING PROTEST SONGS, AND INSPIRE 
PASSERSBY THROUGH A LIVE VIDEO 
LINK TO NEARBY FRANKLIN STREET.

2/23
2/24

REVOLUTION
NOW!

Gob Squad

v

TONIGHT AND TOMORROW

S T U D I O

M   ina’s Studio is 

Chapel Hill’s 

award winning full 

service salon! Bringing 

you the newest styles 

and latest trends!  We 

are celebrating 30 years 

of business in Chapel 

Hill, and have been 

recognized as “Best 

Salon” year after year by 

Indy Weekly and Chapel 

Hill Magazine.  We are 

your one-stop-shop for 

everything Beauty!

**Microblading Services beginning
in March 2018!

The Galleria Shopping Center

400 S. Elliott Road, Suite K

Chapel Hill, NC 27514

(919) 968-8548

minasstudio.com

10% off 

with student ID
!

Congratulations to

 The Daily Tar Heel on its
 

125th  anniversary.

By Myah Ward
Assistant University Editor

From their desks at The Daily 
Tar Heel, to places like The News & 
Observer and The New York Times, 
UNC alumni have left the college 
newsroom to become successful, 
Pulitzer Prize-winning journalists.

David Zucchino and Melanie Sill 
are just two of many DTH alumni 
who have won a Pulitzer Prize, and 
this weekend they are coming back 
to where it all began.

Zucchino is a contributing writer 
for The New York Times, covering 
foreign and national issues. 

In his career, he has covered 
more than two dozen nations and 
is the author of the books “Thunder 
Run: The Armored Strike to Capture 
Baghdad” and “Myth of the Welfare 
Queen.”

He said his time at the DTH gave 
him hands-on experience before he 
launched his professional journalism 
career.

“I learned a lot (at the journalism 
school), but without actually going 

out and doing it, I mean I would’ve 
taken my first job without ever 
having written a newspaper story,” 
Zucchino said. “That’s just incredible 
to me, I don’t think I could’ve gotten 
a job without The Daily Tar Heel.”

Zucchino has been nominated 
for four Pulitzers and won the prize 
in 1989 for his reporting in South 
Africa during the closing years of the 
apartheid era. 

He worked around press restric-
tions regarding security topics but 
said it was important for him to be 
on the scene, sharing both sides of 
the story through his work, “Being 
Black in South Africa.”

But he never thought winning a 
Pulitzer would happen to him.

“I was glad that people thought 
the story was important enough 
to warrant that certain award,” 
Zucchino said. “Personally, it was 
very gratifying because I had worked 
hard, and I was proud of what I had 
accomplished. It was a tremendous 
feeling.”

He said he has seen journalism 
change significantly through tech-
nology. 

Without the internet, Zucchino 
developed key reporting skills early 
in his career.

“It’s so easy with the internet to 

do interviews or to collect informa-
tion on the web and through social 
media,” Zucchino said. “It’s far, far 
more important to actually be on 
the scene and to speak with people 
on the scene.”

Sill has also seen technological 
advancements in journalism, but she 
said the core purpose and need for 
news is the same.

“I think for a while there was a 
period people thought you wouldn’t 
really need journalists anymore 
because people could just put out 
their own information,” Sill said. 
“But we’re seeing more and more 
that journalism still plays a really 
key role in holding people account-
able and separating fact from fiction 
for bringing context.”

Sill works as an independent edi-
tor and news consultant — and she’s 
interested in finding ways to make 
high quality news sustainable long-
term.

A lot of alumni were shaped by the 
DTH, and Sill said using the alumni 
as a support group for the paper is a 
step in the right direction.

“I’m excited about being part of 
the conversation about how The 
Daily Tar Heel can continue to thrive 
going forward,” Sill said.

While Sill recognizes that students 
should be practical about jobs within 
the industry, she said new ideas are 
emerging, and journalism is not at 
the end of its story and going to come 
to an end.

“If you love it, and you believe in 
it, don’t give up before you start,” Sill 
said.

Sill was an editor for an investi-
gative team at the N&O and worked 
with fellow UNC alumni Pat Stith 
and Joby Warrick to produce the 
five-part series, “Boss Hog,” which 
released key research outlining 
health and environmental risks 
induced by the growing hog industry 
in North Carolina.

“That contest is so competitive 
and there’s so much good journal-
ism,” Sill said. “But you know, it was 
really gratifying when we won, and 
that it was for community service 
because I think that’s, to me, the 
highest kind of journalism.”

But Sill’s favorite moments in her 
career came days after the series 
was published — when they began 
receiving appreciative emails and 
letters from people in Eastern North 
Carolina.  

“That was just really gratifying to 
know that the work was really mak-
ing a difference,” Sill said. “A lot of 
the things I’ve found most rewarding 
is when the journalism you do helps 
people have more power, people who 
didn’t have power.”

@MyahWard
university@dailytarheel.com

Pulitzer Prize winners 
discuss the DTH’s role in their 

professional development.

David Zucchino  
Contributing writer 
for The New York 
Times

Melanie Sill 
Independent editor 
and news consultant

Alums who earned journalism’s highest honor
“We’re seeing more and 
more that journalism still 
plays a really key role in 
holding people account-
able and separating fact 
from fiction for bringing 
context.” 

Melanie Sill
Award-winning journalist



By Molly Horak
Assistant City Editor

For generations, editorial board 
members have pushed the bound-
aries, challenged ideas and ignited 
reactions within the university com-
munity.

“Controversy is good in a way; 
it means that you’re getting to the 
heart of something and making 
people think about stuff,” said Sam 
Schaefer, who served as Opinion 
Editor during the 2015-2016 school 
year. “The tradition the editorial 
page has makes it able to say more 
useful and challenging things than 
most other newspapers.”

In the 1940s, numerous editori-
als were penned to discuss the U.S.’s 
overseas involvement in the World 
War. In 1948, outspoken communist 
Bill Robertson wrote a column enti-
tled “Christ was a Communist” and 
caused fury in the Jim Crow South, 
and then stoked the fire further by 
writing to abolish the Confederate 
flag at UNC sporting events. The 
Daily Tar Heel fired Robertson for 
the second column.

By the 1960s, opinion writers 
took debates to the press over the 
Civil Rights Movement, the Vietnam 
War and the tensions with the Soviet 
Union.

Schaefer said writers should look 
to expand current norms.

“There’s been a long history of that 
kind of thing happening at the Daily 
Tar Heel, where it’s usually better if 
you just lean into the controversy,” 

he said.
In 2005, The Daily Tar Heel made 

national headlines for running a car-
toon allegedly depicting the face of 
the Islamic prophet Muhammad. 
Ryan Tuck, who served as editor-
in-chief that year, said the original 
intention was not to show the face of 
Muhammad, but rather to speak to the 
political strife occurring after a Danish 
newspaper published a series of car-
toons showing the prophet’s face.

“I thought it was exactly what a 
cartoon is supposed to do, which 
is to start a conversation in a way 
that an article can’t do as powerful-
ly,” Tuck said. “Really only cartoons 
and photos have that sort of visceral 
potency as far as being able to get to 
the crux of an issue that would take 
a thousand words if not more to do 
otherwise.”

In the days after the cartoon was 
published, Tuck said he received 
thousands of angry calls, emails and 
press coverage. A group of students 
staged a sit-in outside The Daily Tar 
Heel offices that lasted for several 
days, Tuck said. Eventually, Tuck 
met with the leaders of the Muslim 
Student Association on campus — 
holding a forum to discuss the car-
toon controversy and depictions of 
Muslims generally.

Tuck said the dialogue was ulti-
mately very productive.

“You’re going to ruffle some feath-
ers, especially on the editorial page, 
and I think cartoons and columns in 
particular, that’s not the point but it 
is certainly a side effect of you doing 

your job,” he said. “I’m a human 
being, and I felt bad the many thou-
sands of people I talked to who told 
me how personally offensive this was 
to them — but sometimes it comes 
with the territory.”

Ishmael Bishop, a former colum-
nist and editorial board member 
who graduated from UNC in 2016,  
explained that he knows what it’s 
like to be inundated by offensive 
comments. He decided to leave the 
DTH after receiving backlash from 
community members for the views 
expressed in his column, “Color 
Commentary.”

After receiving a flood of hate mail 
for a column discussing unequal 
entry into UNC, Bishop said the 
DTH did not have an adequate infra-
structure in place to support its writ-
ers when criticism occurred.

“People had access to talk about 
me directly and to make very harsh 
comments, and no one was doing 
anything to shield me from them, to 
shield writers,” Bishop said. “I was 
looking for support from the editor-
in-chief that year, I was looking for 
someone to defend me, and it never 
happened. There was a lot of ‘could 
have, would have, should have,’ but it 
boiled down to the lack of pushback 
from the DTH.”

Bishop said he hopes the DTH 
continues to be a platform for writ-
ers to pursue the critical race work 
that he focused on in his column. 
Chapel Hill has a unique persona 
of seemingly being progressive, but 
to most students of color who come 

through the university, they associ-
ate Carolina with a racist entangled 
history and ties to white supremacy, 
Bishop said.

“A political infrastructure that 
we’ve seen developing over the past 
few decades has been very antago-
nistic toward people of color, those of 
us who are queer or those of us are 
women,” he said. “I think that there 
is a group of people who are attracted 
to editorial board writing more and 
more — and they come because that 
is a space to publicly write about some 
of these issues that are in our commu-
nity, they use that as a platform.”

Tuck said a college newspaper 
should be a space where people can 
express diverse viewpoints, whether 
it’s commentary over politics or why 
Duke University is such a terrible 
place.

“Student newspapers are unique 
in that regard,” Tuck said. “I get a 
lot of people still formulating these 

viewpoints and working through 
them — and there’s things I believed 
as a freshman that I no longer did as 
a sophomore or I no longer did as a 
junior. And I think that our voice as 
a student newspaper can really help 
people at this sort of age of matura-
tion and viewpoint expansion.”

Community newspapers are a great 
place for freedom of expression, and 
the DTH’s ability to communicate 
something to the population for free 
is outstanding, Bishop said.

“We need to continue to challenge 
— especially those opinion writers — 
to challenge the beliefs that we have 
and what we are willing to compro-
mise on, negotiate and what we are 
and what we’re just going to hold 
to ourselves as the foundational,” 
Bishop said. “We should be working 
and learning and unlearning some of 
those ideas and ideologies as much 
as possible.”

city@dailytarheel.com
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Institutional diversity problem plagues DTH

By Jared Weber
Senior Writer

When Sam Fulwood, class of 1978, 
began working for the paper as a 
sophomore in 1975, he said he was 
the only Black person in the news-
room.

In 1976, 6.6 percent of the under-
graduate student population at 
UNC-Chapel Hill was Black. Of the 
African-American students who 
studied journalism, Fulwood said, 
most chose to write for Black Ink, 
the tabloid newspaper published by 
the Black Student Movement.

Fulwood, now a columnist for 
the American Center for Progress 
Action, also wrote for Black Ink. 
But he always made time to write 
and take pictures for The Daily Tar 
Heel.

“I knew that The Daily Tar Heel 
had a professional reputation, and I 
was interested in that. I wanted to be 
associated with that,” Fulwood said.

In 1998-2000, The Daily Tar Heel 
employed its first, of only two, Black 
editors-in-chief — current CNN 
Digital senior editor for news Sharif 
Durhams and New York City WABC 
television reporter Rob Nelson.

Nelson said that he, like Durhams, 
wanted to be editor-in-chief since his 
first day in the newsroom. He associ-
ates their drive, more than their race, 
with the reason for their editorships.

“I guess I prefer to look at it, both 
in (Durhams’) and my year, it wasn’t 
that we were Black that made the dif-
ference,” Nelson said. “We were just 
the most qualified in that year’s pool 
of candidates.”

Since Nelson’s tenure as editor, he 
said he’s been surprised The Daily 
Tar Heel has not selected other non-
white editors-in-chief.

“It’s profoundly disappointing 
that it’s been so long since another 
minority of any kind led the paper,” 
Nelson said. “I never would’ve 
imagined, 18 years ago, that there 
wouldn’t be someone else who 
looked like me who got to that job.”

***
According to a 2017 study by the 

American Society of News Editors, 
all minority groups make up 16.55 
percent percent of America’s profes-
sional journalists.

Since minorities are expected to 
comprise the majority of America’s 
population by mid-century, it’s a 
statistic that concerns many media 
experts.

Rick Edmonds, media business 
analyst for the Poynter Institute, a 
non-profit school for journalism in 
Florida, said newsrooms owe it to 
the communities they represent to 
reflect and report on a diverse range 
of perspectives.

“As a matter of equity, most people 
who look at the state of the media 
today would say … it’s just fairer and 
better to have a diverse group of 
voices, rather than a homogenous, 
monochromatic makeup,” Edmonds 
said.

By Edmonds’ analysis, The Daily 
Tar Heel is lacking in its represen-
tation of the University community.

The four top management posi-
tions — editor-in-chief, managing 
editor, online managing editor and 
director of enterprise — are all cur-
rently held by white students.

Of the paper’s management and 
editorial team, approximately 20 
percent are nonwhite. The figure is 
significantly less diverse than UNC-
Chapel Hill’s actual undergraduate 
makeup, with 38.8 percent of stu-
dents identifying as nonwhite.

The DTH’s current editor-in-
chief, Tyler Fleming said it’s import-
ant to consider blind spots when 
reporting and editing.

“If there’s a sentence that could be 
potentially off-putting to a person of 
color based on their lived experienc-
es, I don’t have those connections 
and no white editor does,” Fleming 
said.

Fleming suggested better recruit-
ment among diverse student orga-
nizations, such as the Black Student 
Movement, Monsoon, a UNC-based 
South Asian magazine and the 
Carolina Hispanic Association, as 
a potential way to diversify future 
newsrooms.

Julia Craven, a class of 2014 grad-

uate who covers race in America for 
HuffPost, said that, after recruiting 
more diverse writers, attention needs 
to be placed on office culture.

“When they get to the DTH, they 
should have open and honest con-
versations with them about what 
makes the environment welcoming 
and unwelcoming,” Craven said. 
“And then, after you do all of that, 
you should foster their talents. You 
should build them up and groom 
them for management positions.”

***
Last June, seniors Emily Yue and 

Zaynab Nasif became the first two 
people of color to ever run The Daily 
Tar Heel’s opinion desk.

“I remember how excited every-
one was when I announced I was 
applying for Opinion editor, and how 
excited I was to recruit more diverse 
writers for the desk,” Yue, the editor 
of the Opinion section, said.

One of their goals was to pub-

lish more editorials that illustrated 
the perspectives of people who they 
said the paper had not adequately 
covered in the past — the voices of 
women, genderqueer students and 
racial minorities.

“Everyone deserves to feel like 
they belong where they’re spending 
most of their time,” Yue said.

Yue said one female member 
expressed excitement last year after 
entering the first editorial board 
meeting and seeing the room more 
than half-full of women. Yue and 
Nasif also worked to recruit and 
retain a diverse  opinion desk, but 
the complications of working in a 
predominately white newsroom can 
reverse their efforts.

Sophomore Amena Saad is one of 
the board’s newest members.

After a lighthearted debut about 
the struggle of being lactose intol-
erant on Franklin Street, Saad hap-
pened across a second op-ed idea 

that affected her on a more personal 
note.

On Feb. 1, for World Hijab Day, 
Saad walked by The Pit and wit-
nessed the UNC Muslim Student 
Association sponsoring “hijab try-on 
booths,” where non-Muslim women 
were welcomed to put on hijabs in an 
act of solidarity.

Saad, a Muslim woman, said she 
took issue with the booth’s simpli-
fication of the hijab to an aesthetic 
accessory — and so she wrote an 
opinion piece about what the hijab 
means to her.

“I felt like it was something I 
could write about because Emily and 
Zaynab are both really forthcoming 
in wanting members of the editorial 
board to feel heard and validated in 
their experiences,” Saad said of the 
op-ed.

Yue views this editorial as a small, 
but important sign of progress.

state@dailytarheel.com

In 125 years, the DTH has 
only ever had two Black 

editors-in-chief. 

Writing headlines and making headlines, too
“Student newspapers are unique in that regard. 
I get a lot of people still formulating these view-
points and working through them - and there’s 
things I believed as a freshman that I no longer did 
as a sophomore or I no longer did as a junior. And 
I think that our voice as a student newspaper can 
really help people at this sort of age of maturation 
and viewpoint expansion.” 
Ryan Tuck
DTH EIC 2005
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BIRD FLU
 VACCINE STUDY

Healthy adults may be eligible to 

participate in a research study evaluating 

different strengths of a vaccine against 

the H7N9 strain of bird flu.  The 

vaccine will be given either alone or in 

combination with a substance known 

as an adjuvant that helps stimulate 

the immune system.  Compensation 

is provided for time and travel for 

completed visits.  You may be eligible

 for this study if you are:
 
 • A healthy adult over the 

age of 19

 • Available for 12 study 
visits (7 clinic visits and 5 
telephone visits) over a 14 
month period

 • Not allergic to eggs

Please call 919-613-6244 
for more information

 Pro00087592

WRITER-IN-
RESIDENCE
R E A D I N G

FRANK B.

HANES

GENOME SCIENCES AUDITORIUM
250 BELL TOWER RD., UNC CAMPUS
FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
FREE PARKING IN BELL TOWER LOT AFTER 5 P.M.
englishcomplit.unc.edu/haneswriter

SPONSORS: The Frank B. Hanes Family and the UNC
Department of English and Comparative Literature

7:30
P.M

.

TUESDAY
FEBRUARY

27

Novelist, Essayist, Poet

WORKS INCLUDE:

How the García 
Girls Lost Their 
Accents (novel) 

In the Time of the
Butterflies (novel)

The Woman I Kept 
to Myself (poetry)

Something to 
Declare (essays) 

Tía Lola stories 
(for young readers)
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Q&A with Ken Zogry, author of ‘Print News and Raise Hell’
    Kenneth Joel Zogry is the author 
of Print News and Raise Hell, a book 
written on the history of The Daily 
Tar Heel. For the past week, the DTH 
has published excerpts from the book 
to celebrate the paper’s 125 year anni-
versary. The book can be purchased 
on Amazon or through UNC Press.

Editor-in-chief Tyler Fleming 
spoke on the phone with Zogry to talk 
about what the impact of this book 
will be for the UNC community.

The Daily Tar Heel: What first drew you 
to writing a history of the DTH?

Ken Zogry: For some years, since 
1998, I’ve been involved with UNC 
history as a public historian. I first 
did a book on The Carolina Inn, 
and then I had done some other 
projects. 
     I’ve written some pieces on vari-
ous topics for the Carolina Alumni 
Association, and I was brought 
back in when the Inn was renovat-
ed between 2009 and 2013 to do all 
of those historical exhibits. And in 
the course of doing those historical 
exhibits there is a whole column on 
media and journalism. 
     And I didn’t pick all those peo-
ple, and there are some thousand 

people in the whole thing that runs 
throughout the whole building of 
various alumni and faculty and so 
forth, so I got information from 
the paper and I had done bits of 
work in the paper whether it was 
on The Carolina Inn or an article 
on the origin of Memorial Hall or 
just various different pieces.

What really happened — we were 
working on the last picture in the 
section that has the sports teams in 
one of the lounges upstairs, we’ve 
got pictures of supposedly every 
championship team of any stripe 
lining the walls, and we needed the 
most recent one. 

So I called the DTH and got 
(former general manager) Kevin 
Schwartz on the phone, and he 
said he could supply that photo-
graph. I needed the 2009 picture of 
the team, so I called the DTH and 
Kevin got on the phone. 

He and I got into a conversa-
tion, and I said “I’ve been doing all 
this research for the Inn and some 
other projects, and there really isn’t 
a book on the history of The Daily 
Tar Heel.” 

And he said “Oh, yeah. People 
have been talking about it for years. 
Let’s get together and talk about 

it.” So we talked about it and, you 
know, essentially, DTH Media com-
missioned me to do the book.”

DTH: What do you hope the UNC 
community takes away from this 
book?

KZ: Well, the book does two things, as 
Ed Yoder concisely says on the back 
cover. It tells two interlocking stories. 
One is the evolution of the modern 
university that developed after the 
Civil War and Reconstruction when 
UNC reopened with an entirely new 
pedagogical model, but basically the 
basis of a modern research univer-
sity. 
     And what this book does is give a 
history of UNC, in essence, from the 
late-19th century through the 20th 
century. And that does not exist any-
where. There is nowhere someone 
can go for a concise history like that.

The other thing is it tracks the his-
tory of the paper. It became clear to 
me that the way to do that was not 
like how some people approached it 
before, which was to get really deep 
into newsroom stories and that sort 
of thing because, in reality, that only 
interests a few people. 

It was more important to look at 

the big picture. And the big picture 
has to do with regards to the paper 
itself and the University — what it 
means to be a public university, what 
it means to have academic freedom, 
freedom of speech and freedom of 
the press at a public university, one 
of the nation’s premier public uni-
versities.

And it, of course, tracks the histo-
ry of how we’ve dealt with race, gen-
der, sexual identity and the whole 
development from the beginning of 
big-time athletics and the problems. 

And you know I didn’t go into 
it just to look at the problems, but 
there is really nowhere else you can 
go to look at how intercollegiate 
athletics started at the University 
and then developed into the 20th 
century. 

It’s not a definitive sports histo-
ry of UNC, but it does provide the 
framework for understanding how 
intercollegiate sports started and 
the development, but also all these 
other things.

This is a key quote: “All of these 
projects are timeless.” So while the 
book is a history, I was very specific 
in writing it. Just picked topics, like 
Jack Betts said on the back cover, 
issues that vex us still. Virtually 

everything I write about has some 
modern corollary.

DTH: What is one common theme 
you noticed over the 125 years of the 
DTH?

KZ: There is a consistency, but I don’t 
suggest that the consistency is not 
just for the paper, but also for the 
University. It’s a consistency that 
everyone associated with the paper 
and the University, and I mean with 
the University, students, the admin-
istration, faculty, the alumni, trust-
ees, everyone believes strongly in our 
public institution.

Democracy is a fragile commodi-
ty and at a public university in par-
ticular — and again these issues of 
academic freedom and freedom of 
the press have to be guarded and 
carefully nurtured — we’ve seen in 
the University and particularly the 
staff of the newspaper is 125 years of 
doing just that. 

Everyone who has worked at that 
paper from Charles Baskerville to 
(Tyler Fleming) believed very strong-
ly in the strength of a public univer-
sity, and the independence of a free 
press and a free academic climate.

editor@dailytarheel.com
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Print News and Raise Hell: Excerpt

CONRIB/ UNC PRESS AND KEN ZOGRY
An investigation into homosexuality caused such a controversy on campus 
that it sparked a state-wide debate over free speech. 

Editor’s note: In celebration of The 
Daily Tar Heel’s 125th birthday, we 
are running excerpts from “Print 
News and Raise Hell” by Kenneth 
Joel Zogry. This excerpt is from pages 
225-226 and 229-231. Books can be 
purchased via UNC Press.

In the span of a decade, the civil 
rights movement, the Speaker Ban 
Law, the sexual revolution, the rise of 
Black Power, the food workers’ strike, 
and the war in Vietnam all served to 
liberalize and radicalize significant 
numbers of UNC students, mir-
roring a similar transformation on 
college campuses across America. 
The Daily Tar Heel also became 
increasingly radicalized during the 
era, though most editors strove to 
provide a forum for all points of 
view. Quoting a nineteenth-century 
Chicago newspaper editor (and often 
repeated by former Tar Heel editor 
Walter Spearman, then teaching in 
the UNC School of Journalism), the 
masthead of the 1966 summer edi-
tion of the paper announced: “The 
job of a newspaper is to print news 
and raise hell.”

By the late 1960s, however, a 
conservative political movement 
represented by a new coalition 
within the Republican Party began 
to rise in prominence and push 
back against the liberal agenda. 
Following national violence trig-
gered by racial unrest and antiwar 
demonstrations, Richard Nixon 
was elected president in 1968— 
only the second Republican to 
occupy the office since 1933. His 
campaign used slogans such as 
restoring “law and order” to what 
many conservatives saw as a soci-
ety that had lost its moral bearings, 
and Nixon called his constituency 
America’s “silent majority.” In the 
South, where conservative white 
Democrats who felt betrayed by 
the pro–civil rights agenda of the 
national party were rapidly switch-
ing political affiliation, another 
group joined the fold: Christian 
fundamentalists. Soon to be labeled 
the Religious Right, these new 
Republicans focused on social and 
moral issues such as school prayer 
and abortion.

Despite UNC’s reputation as a 

bastion of liberalism, much of the 
student body and larger university 
community remained moderate to 
conservative throughout the 1960s. 
By the end of the decade, the political 
Right was well organized and ener-
gized by what was happening in the 
South and across the nation, and it 
actively opposed radical groups and 
initiatives on campus. The Daily 
Tar Heel, seen as a principal offend-
er, was soon the target of this new 
conservative movement. Morality 
became the new Communism, as the 
battleground on which the Religious 
Right chose to attack liberalism 
became cultural as much as political. 
With witch hunts for closeted Reds 
passé, and attempts to maintain 
racial segregation a lost cause, the 
Right turned to stamping out what 
it defined as social permissiveness, 
including the breakdown of “tradi-
tional” values and the moral laxity 
brought about by the sexual revolu-
tion. Significantly, this marked the 
beginning of a difficult period for the 
Daily Tar Heel: a quarter-century of 
outside pressure and internal anal-
ysis that would eventually become 
a contributing cause of the paper’s 
separation from the university in 
1993. In the 1950s, students and 
others angry over the paper’s edi-
torial policies attempted to correct 
the situation by cutting off its pro-
verbial head through special campus 
recall elections of the editor. By the 
late 1960s, many conservatives saw 
the paper as unfixable, rotten to the 
core, and beginning in 1969 a vari-
ety of attempts were made to greatly 
weaken its influence, if not shut it 
down entirely.

*** 
On April 23, 1971, a full-page 

“Insight” feature story about being 
gay in Chapel Hill appeared on page 
three of the paper. Though titled 
“Homosexuality . . . has its prob-
lems,” the article was a remarkably 
frank and nonjudgmental piece 
for its time. In bold type, it stated: 
“The picture of the homosexual of 
five or ten years ago is changing. 
Today, homosexuals want to be 
accepted as people.” Accompanying 
the story was a large photograph of 
two bare-chested young men, their 

heads not visible, in a clearly roman-
tic and sexually suggestive embrace. 
This was the proverbial last straw 
for several conservative students, 
who clipped the article and sent it 
to state senator Julian Allsbrook 
of Halifax County. The article, and 
particularly the photograph, deep-
ly disturbed Allsbrook, who car-
ried the clipping around the State 
Legislative Building in his wallet, 
showing it to any other member of 
the legislature he could collar. Soon 
Allsbrook introduced a bill into the 
Senate to prohibit student fees from 
being used to fund student newspa-
pers on public university campuses. 
As he explained to the press: “I have 
been considering the bill since about 
two years ago when some students 
came to me and complained about 
articles in the Daily Tar Heel. Finally 
when the picture and story appeared, 
something had to be done about it. 
I thought it was as rank pornogra-
phy as the public should be subject 
to. It is not the type of material that 
should appear in a paper, and I don’t 
think the students should be subject-
ed to it. Students who do not wish 
this smut in their mailboxes should 
not be required to pay fees for these 
newspapers.”

Sensing another Speaker Ban in 
the works, UNC system president 
William Friday, UNC student-body 
president Joe Stallings, and Daily 
Tar Heel editor Harry Bryan mobi-
lized to defeat the bill. Appearing 
before the Senate Higher Education 
Committee, Friday argued that it 
was best to “leave this kind of issue 
in the hands of the boards of trust-
ees rather than subject it to statuto-
ry action.” Senator O’Neill Jones of 
Anson County called the legislation 
a “subterfuge to get the Daily Tar 
Heel and other college newspapers.” 
“These papers depend on the money 
from students to survive,” Jones said, 
adding, “They serve a good, useful 
purpose . . . I know a witch hunt 
when I see one, and this is a witch 
hunt.” Cooler heads prevailed, and 
the measure went down in defeat, 
21–15. After the vote, Harry Bryan 
reflected on the situation:

If it had passed, it would have 
meant the downfall of the Daily 

Tar Heel. The Daily Tar Heel has 
produced some of the best jour-
nalists in the country in its 79-year 
history, and I would hate to see that 
stopped. . . . I believe Sen. Allsbrook 
would not have introduced this bill 
if he was in agreement with the DTH 
political philosophy. Because he is a 
conservative, and the DTH and most 
college newspapers are not, he tried 
to silence the papers that disagreed 
with him.

Over the years the paper has 
built up a reputation as a crusader 
in issues affecting the student body 
and, at times, society as a whole. . . 

. Attacks on the paper will continue, 
just as they will continue with every 
newspaper that stands up for what 
it believes is right. But as long as the 
DTH continues to speak out for the 
majority of the UNC student body, 
those who challenge it will not stand 
a chance of success.

From PRINT NEWS AND RAISE 
HELL: THE DAILY TAR HEEL 
AND THE EVOLUTION OF A 
MODERN UNIVERSITY. Copyright 
© 2018 by Kenneth Joel Zogry. Used 
by permission of the University of 
North Carolina Press. www.unc-
press.org

By Taylor Buck
Staff Writer

On the morning after Parkland 
students and community mem-
bers faced legislators on the stage 
at CNN’s town hall, UNC student 
activists continued their fight on 
Thursday with an anti-gun rally in 
the wake of a deadly mass-shooting 
at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High 
School in Florida.

Last week, Stoneman survivor 
David Hogg directly addressed 
Congress and said, “We’re children. 
You guys are the adults. You need to 
take an action.”

Although directed to high-rank-
ing politicians, Hogg’s words struck 
a chord here in Chapel Hill.

“It really forced me to take a look 
at what I was doing,” said senior 
Shannon Taflinger, who helped 
organize the rally. “We have the 
power to vote, we have the power to 
go and change elections. Why aren’t 
we doing more?”

Taflinger joined forces with the 
UNC Young Democrats and start-
ed a Facebook page advertising the 
event, which was widely circulated 
among students with over 1,000 
marking ‘interested’ in the event. 
Rather than hide out in the library 
or wait in line at Alpine between 
classes, students took time to cluster 
in front of Wilson Library, proudly 
raising signs demanding change.

“What do we want? Gun con-
trol! When do we want it? Now!” 
the crowd chanted, led by Taflinger 
after a moment of silence in remem-

brance of the 17 killed in Florida.
N.C. Rep. Graig Meyer, D-Orange, 

made an appearance to address the 
crowd.

“I wish you didn’t have to do this. 
I wish you could be in your classes. 
I wish you could be focusing on the 
things that you came here to study 
for,” Meyer said. “But the truth is, 
my generation and the generation 
before me has failed you. Your gen-
eration is going to have to lead. 
You’re going to have to speak up.”

Several students proudly admit-
ted to skipping class to add their 
voices to the rally.

“This is the kind of thing that’s 
going to go down in history. We’ll look 
back and know that we were a part of 
this,” first-year Madison Devries said. 
“I want to be able to say that I gave it 
everything I could in the hopes that 
the future would be better.”

Meyer encouraged students to 
attend the General Assembly in 
Raleigh to continue their fight.

“I will work with you and open 
the doors,” Meyer said. “But I need 
you to come and bring your energy 
and your voices.”

C h a p e l  H i l l  M a y o r  Pa m 
Hemminger reminded the crowd 
that rallies alone will not change gun 
policy laws and encouraged students 
to get involved in other supplemen-
tary ways.

“We are so proud of you for step-
ping up,” Hemminger said. “You are 
amazing on social media. What you’re 
not amazing at is voting. Get out there 
and vote. Make your voices heard. In a 
group like this, you are hard to ignore.”

Student activists rally against gun violence

DTH/ESHA SHAH
UNC students and Chapel Hill, N.C. community members gather in front of Wilson Library to protest gun violence 
on Thursday, Feb. 22.

Nearby, students registered to 
vote next to a table where protesters 
had the opportunity to write letters 
to survivors of the shooting.

“Congress will only make a 
change when people put pressure 
on Congress to change,” Meyer said.

U.S. Rep. David Price, D-N.C., 
pleaded with students to keep the 
fight alive in the coming weeks.

“There really is something new 
about this, something powerful,” 
Price said. “And it’s because of the 
students. We can’t let this die. We 
have to keep pushing.”

Many have noted that this shoot-
ing has inspired an unprecedented 
response from the younger genera-
tions, with survivors applying daily 

pressure to Congress for stricter 
gun control and students organizing 
large-scale walk-outs and protests 
across the nation.

“In North Carolina, there are more 
restrictions on fireworks than there 
are on firearms,” Meyer said, eliciting 
boos. “We can do better.”

In the crowd stood a student 
adding a distinctly collegiate flare 
to Meyer’s words with a sign asking 
how he could legally purchase an 
assault rifle, but not alcohol. Other 
students expressed similar frustra-
tions with signs pieced together in 
dorm rooms despite midterm season.

“It’s so much more important 
to be civically engaged,” first-year 
Brady Creef said about the difficulty 

of attending a protest during a busy 
time. “If 17 kids in a high school can 
get gunned down and there’s no 
action, as a nation, we failed them, 
their families and all other kids who 
have gone through that and will 
potentially go through that.”

A group of Duke University stu-
dents traveled from Durham to join 
the protest, carrying a sign reading, 
“If Duke and UNC can come togeth-
er against gun violence, why can’t 
Congress?”

“We came out because it’s such an 
important cause,” Duke junior Eliana 
Lauder said. “There are no borders, 
even the week before the game.”

@21taylorpot
university@dailytarheel.com
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By Giselle Pagunuran 
Staff Writer

Imagine what it would be like to 
change the world. Think you can’t 
make it happen? Kathy Izard wants 
you to know that you definitely can.

Author and activist Kathy Izard 
spoke at the annual Eve Marie 
Carson Lecture Series held in Hill 
Hall on Thursday evening.

Izard is the author of “The 
Hundred Story Home” and the 
founder of Moore Place, a home 
for the chronically homeless in 
Charlotte. She aims to emphasize 
everyone’s potential to enact change 
in their own communities.

“Do not wait until you feel 100 
percent qualified,” Izard said. “Start 
now. Start today. In ways big and 
small. From random acts of kindness 
to acts that make history.”

She said her work was spurred 
by a nagging whisper telling her to 
make change in her community. She 
said she believes everyone has to 
answer to a whisper of their own.

“My message to you is this: Trust 
the whisper, whatever it is,” Izard 
said, quoting her book. “It will keep 
whispering. And when it does, you 
must either spend the rest of your life 
answering it or pretending you never 
heard it.”

That whisper was what led Izard 
to quit her job as a graphic design-
er and begin her work serving the 
homeless in Charlotte. She said she 
dreamt of making the world a bet-
ter place, but with her background 
in graphic design, she felt totally 
unqualified to pursue her dreams. 

“Some of us may not believe we’re 
qualified to accomplish our wildest 
dreams,” Izard said. “That’s why I 
wrote this book.”

The annual Eve Marie Carson 
Lecture was originally established 
by UNC Student Government and 
the Carolina Women’s Leadership 
Council as the UNC Distinguished 
Speaker Series. The lecture is held 
every year, but was renamed in 
2010 to honor former Student Body 
President Eve Marie Carson, who was 
murdered in Chapel Hill in 2008.

To Chancellor Carol Folt and many 
other coordinators of the event, Izard’s 
work exemplifies Carson’s values.

“I really can’t imagine there would 
be a speaker better suited to her 
memory and her legacy,” said Folt in 
her opening remarks.

Wynn Burrus and Lawton Ives, 
co-chairs of a committee that helps 
organize Speakers of Carolina, were 
responsible for publicizing the lec-
ture and organizing the schedule. 
Burrus felt rewarded by the oppor-
tunity to have a role in the event.

“It’s been one of the coolest things 
that’s happened to me,” Burrus said. 
“After reading her book, it’s going to 
be incredible to hear her story come 
to life and hear her tell it.”

Ives believes lectures like Izard’s are 
valuable opportunities for students.

“I think this is a huge part of 
the Carolina experience,” Ives said. 
“Someone like Kathy can teach you 
something you can’t learn in the 
classroom.”

Savannah Putnam, UNC student 
body president-elect, said she left 
the lecture filled with excitement and 
motivation.

“The personal stories that she 
told were absolutely phenomenal,” 
Putnam said. “It showed the posi-
tive tangible change she made in her 
community, and hopefully we can 
bring that to UNC’s campus.”

university@dailytarheel.com

By Claire Willmschen
Staff Writer

The Lloyd-Broad neighborhood 
in Carrboro is one of the most his-
toric and diverse neighborhoods in 
Orange County, but residents say 
newer, larger developments are caus-
ing a shift in the community.

In the last few years, there has 
been an increase in student rent-
ers in Lloyd-Broad which has had 
adverse effects for the neighborhood 
and its long-term residents.

The neighborhood is not against 
student residents and has had many 
wonderful student residents in the 
past, said Hudson Vaughan, Lloyd-
Broad resident and senior director of 
the Jackson center.

“People have always welcomed 
students in the neighborhood, and 
there’s still a pretty good balance 
of students and historic residents,” 
Vaughan said. “However, part of the 
concern is that, that balance is begin-
ning to tip a little bit.”

Vaughan and several other res-
idents of Lloyd-Broad present-
ed their concerns to the Carrboro 
Board of Aldermen on Tuesday, at 
the Aldermen’s weekly meeting.

Leading the group was Leo Gaev, 
a resident of the neighborhood. He 
said the community has reallycome 
together over the issue of develop-
ment.

“We’re a small neighborhood, but 
we’ve got a lot of big issues,” Gaev 
said. “Most importantly is the one 
concerning student development.”

The main reason Lloyd-Broad is 
having student development prob-
lems, otherwise known as “studenti-
fication,” is that the housing code set 
in Chapel Hill prevents large groups 
of students from living together in 
one home. This code makes nearby 
Carrboro a prime spot for student 
development.

“What we’ve seen is that as Chapel 
Hill creates ordinances and gains 
some momentum around these 
issues, the developers pay attention,” 
Gaev said. “They’re starting to move 
westward into our neighborhood.”

Some of the concerns the residents 
have include size compatibility of 
homes, house regulations and parking. 

“What you start to notice is that 
there’s been some of the homes torn 
down and some new student rentals 
built that are much larger than the 
existing houses,” Vaughan said.

Another main problem is the 
crowded street parking or students 
who park in no parking zones. 
Several residents expressed that if 
there were an emergency, a vehicle 
wouldn’t be able to drive down the 
streets of the neighborhood.

“They just park anywhere,” 
Clementine Self, a long-time resident, 
said. “A fire truck was trying to come 

down Starlight the other day and it 
couldn’t get through because there’s 
parking on both sides of the street.”

The neighborhood is pushing for-
ward with these issues so it can pro-
tect the community values that have 
been around for decades.

“We hosted a block gathering, like 
a cookout, for the neighborhood and 
gave a one-day notice and we had over 
60 people show up,” Vaughan said. 

The Board of Aldermen agreed 
with all of the issues brought for-
ward by the residents and agreed to 
start the process to help. They were 
moved by the number of neighbor-
hood residents who showed up to 
speak their opinions.

“If the whole neighborhood knows 
at the same time,” Self said. “We can 
rally together, and come out to say 
what we need to say.”

@Ce_Willmschen
city@dailytarheel.com

DTH/EMILY CAROLINE SARTIN
The Lloyd-Broad neighborhood is a historic neirghborhood in Carrboro, N.C. 
whose residents are facing student gentrification.

Author Kathy Izard speaks at 
Eve Marie Carson Lecture

Lloyd-Broad faces gentrification
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On the left side of the meme, 
there is a red-hued collage of 
the images of revolution: fists, 
flags, dead bodies. On the 
right side is a cloud of comic 
sans with the words “midterm 
votes,” “peaceful protests” 
and “nuance.” The message? 
Revolution is sexy; democracy 
is a mediocre compromise. 

Or try a more recent meme: 
a bright red background, a 
“dreamy” picture of Stalin, and 
the words “I’ve got a 5 Year Plan 
for me and you.”

Harmless fun? Casual 
endorsement? Thoughtful 
social commentary?

In other news, last week 13 
Russians were indicted for 
meddling in our presidential 
election using bogus share-
ables. Luckily, these networks 
managed to manipulate only 
people on the far-right, bol-
stering the wave of popular 
support for Trump. Luckily, the 
intellectual Left believes only 
facts and is thus safely beyond 
the influence of malicious 
Russian bots.

This seems too convenient to 
be true.

In the past several years, 
there has been a shockingly 
casual wave of Soviet fetishism 
among the educated left. The 
hammer and sickle, images of 

Lenin and Stalin in shades of 
blood red, or whatever other 
trending Soviet meme are 
shared with a chilling light-
heartedness that is divorced 
from both history and current 
events.“Sassy Socialist Memes,” 
which despite its potentially 
benign name often emphasizes 
Soviet themes, has well over a 
million Facebook followers. If 
you’re a member of any meme 
group, its hard to escape this 
flavor of memes.

Sure, you can be a socialist. 
You can even be a communist. 
You can just be amenable to 
the ideas brought up by either 
ideological tradition. But, the 
problem with symbols is that 
they are infrequently nuanced; 
they have no add-on qualifi-
ers or asterisks pointing to a 
disclaimer — despite the best 
efforts of the owners of confed-
erate flags.

And yet, we, the college kids 
of America in 2018, have sus-
pended judgment of a primary 
symbol of the USSR, one of the 
bloodiest empires of the last five 
hundred years.

But these memes are satiric, 
right? Satire is a delicate art, 
much more than a few pithy 
jabs. Malcolm Gladwell out-
lined this complexity on an epi-
sode of Revisionist History. A 
particular amount of ambiguity 
is required for satire to succeed, 
allowing the reader to conclude 
on their own what the author 
intends. Too much ambiguity, 

and you may as well write the 
inverse of what you wanted to 
say.

Memes, measured in sheer 
outrageousness and shares, 
are not too different from fake 
news. What makes memes so 
shareable is a level of ambiguity 
that allows them to be all things 
to all people — satire that 
somehow appeals to everyone. 
Look at a meme about Stalin, 
and you can assume a whole 
host of different meanings 
depending on your background. 
Hilarious rib at a failed system? 
Macabre reminder of the sex 
appeal of evil? Clever one-liner 
to remember a clever old man 
misremembered by history?

As a society we have decided 
that swastikas are unacceptable, 
so why the trendy resurgence 
of the hammer and sickle? 
These memes are normalizing 
a romanticization of the USSR 
at a time when there is good 
reason to believe that Russia is 
a threat to the most deeply held 
principles of American democ-
racy.

It’s hard to imagine that, hav-
ing mastered fake news in the 
election, the Russian troll farms 
wouldn’t use this opportunity to 
sow more division. But whether 
or not the Russians have their 
hands in the nostalgic USSR 
memes, they are working defin-
itively in the favor of a hostile 
foreign power.

Seems like that shouldn’t be 
fashionable.

The case against Soviet memes

QUOTE OF THE DAY  

FEATURED ONLINE READER 

Th e  DT H  i g n o r e d  B i l l y 
Graham’s death

TO THE EDITOR:
I was disappointed to read The 

Daily Tar Heel online this week and 
see no mention of the Reverend Billy 
Graham’s passing.

Billy Graham is one of the most 
famous individuals to ever call North 
Carolina home. 

He has literally traveled all over 
the globe spreading the word of 
God.

Furthermore, he has ties to UNC 
Chapel Hill. 

He was given an honorary degree 
from UNC in 1996. I know the year 
is correct because I was in Kenan 
Stadium to see my sister graduate 
and saw Reverend Graham receive 
his recognition.

Furthermore, Graham’s late son-
in-law Danny Lotz was a member of 
UNC’s 1957 National Championship 
Basketball team. 

The passing of such an iconic 
figure in the history of the Tar Heel 
state deserved a mention in the 
DTH.

Dave Wignall
Tennessee

Cross with the DTH’s 
messed-up crosswords
TO THE EDITOR:

The crosswords in recent weeks 
have been repeats from the recent 
past rather than new puzzles.

This has been a disappointing 
realization several mornings. 

If you have permission to print 
these puzzles in your paper, why not 
print the most up to date one? 

Or at least not one you’ve printed 
in the past few months?

I appreciate you all providing 
these every morning and it makes 
it more likely for me to pick up the 
paper and read articles. 

Thank you.

Maggie Malone-Povolny
Analytical Chemistry
Doctoral Student

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

“I am ashamed for not having 
read the prior posts before post-
ing”

NClaw441, on an editorial about gender 
inequality in the Olypmics 

“Jumping over the fires (as a 
fan) on Franklin Street. That’s 
something I’ll never forget”
Jesse Baumgartner, on covering the Duke-
UNC basketball game for the DTH

EDITORIAL CARTOON  By Emily Yue, opinion@dailytarheel.com

Get lit 
with UNC 

literary 
studies

Literature is everywhere at 
UNC. The libraries, while 
formidable storehouses of 

knowledge and words, only scratch 
the surface of our university’s rich 
literary history. 

A few weeks ago, while sitting in 
the Dialectic Chamber in New West 
at poet Gabriel Fried’s reading, I felt 
like someone’s eyes were boring a 
hole into me. I turned to my left; lo 
and behold, Thomas Wolfe stared 
back at me. Wolfe represents the 
height of literary UNC. Famous for 
“Look Homeward, Angel,” an exper-
imental novel for its time, the North 
Carolina native and UNC grad has 
a myriad of prizes and honors in his 
name at the University. Of course, 
he deserves all the accolades, atten-
tion and name-dropping he gets, 
but I sometimes do think he serves 
as some students’ sole figurehead of 
the literary world at Carolina.

Apart from Wolfe, we have a 
strong tradition of literary excel-
lence at our University that I 
believe deserves more attention. 
UNC has been home to lovers of the 
written word who are dedicated to 
preserving this tradition.

Luckily, their legacies live on 
through events and prizes. Take 
Blanche Armfield, for example, who 
graduated with a masters in poetry 
in 1928 from UNC. A poetry series 
and prize are in her name thanks to 
her dedication to the craft. 

Every year, the English and 
comparative literature department 
brings renowned writers and edi-
tors to the University to speak with 
the student body and interact with 
selected classes.

This academic year, I was lucky 
enough to have individual experi-
ences with visiting writers because 
I am writing a senior thesis in poet-
ry. Meeting these writers, editors 
and creatives will be something I 
will never experience again.

Writing and reading has been such 
an integral part of my undergraduate 
experience, so I feel fortunate to have 
had the enriched immersion into the 
literary world at large.

There are few things as mag-
ical as watching (and listening 
to) a writer read her work aloud. 
At Gabriel Fried’s reading in late 
January, the Dialectic Chamber was 
packed full. This was so encourag-
ing to see as an aspiring writer.

In whatever way you can, try to 
experience the literary arts during 
your time at UNC. Come to Julia 
Alvarez’s reading on Tuesday. Submit 
to Cellar Door Literary Magazine. 
Attend a local author’s reading. Take 
a creative writing class.

I hope it changes your life – it 
changed mine. 

EDITORIAL

Why are the atrocities of 
Stalinism used for humor 

on the internet?

Evana Bodiker
Mistress of Quirk

Senior English and religious studies 
major from Concord.
Email: evanab@gmail.com
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SPEAK OUT
WRITING GUIDELINES
• Please type. Handwritten letters will not 

be accepted.
• Sign and date. No more than two peo-

ple should sign letters.
• Students: Include your year, major and 

phone number. 
• Faculty/staff: Include your department 

and phone number. 
• Edit: The DTH edits for space, clarity, 

accuracy and vulgarity. Limit letters to 
250 words. 

SUBMISSION
• Drop off or mail to our office at 151 E. 

Rosemary St., Chapel Hill, NC 27514
• Email: opinion@dailytarheel.com

EDITOR’S NOTE: Columns, cartoons and 
letters do not necessarily represent the opin-
ions of The Daily Tar Heel or its staff.  Editorials 
reflect the opinions of The Daily Tar Heel 
editorial board, which comprises 10 board 
members, the opinion assistant editor and 
editor and the editor-in-chief.

QuickHits
Don’t spoil shows. Just 
don’t do it. There’s an 
excitement to waiting 
all week for a premiere, 
and no one wants to 

see every clip of the premiere 
with a spoiler caption. We work 
late hours, so it is harder to see 
the most recent episode or movie. 
Don’t ruin it for the rest of us who 
have awful hours! 

Allergy season is upon 
us. While we lay on the 
quad absorbing the 
warmth, silent killers 
strike: pollen, grass, 

even dongs. Remember your 
Allegra and take a deep breath 
— carefully. Visit the doctor if 
you need to, or get some allergy 
medicine. The more you take care 
of yourself the better!

With warm weather Don’t ruin it

Students are speaking 
out on issues they 
are passionate about, 
and the students of 
Parkland are this next 

generation’s activists. While they 
may be facing criticism from 
some, they are the true defenders 
of democracy. The future looks 
bright with the next generation 
of activists. 

Passing the torch
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FREE PUBLIC LECTURE

This lecture will offer a genealogical reading of the gradual splitting of 
the once-linked Semitic figure into “Arab” and “Jew” and its 
ramifications for contemporary discourses about Jews and Muslims. 
Examining the shifting Orientalist imaginary in the wake of the 
Enlightenment and colonialism, the lecture traces contemporary 
assumptions about a longstanding Arab / Jewish divide — and the 
ambiguous position of the Arab-Jew within it — back to crucial shifts 
in 19th century representation, thus providing an historical lens which 
can help illuminate contemporary postcolonial tensions. Professor 
Ella Shohat teaches at the departments of Art & Public Policy and 
Middle Eastern & Islamic Studies at New York University.

March 1, 2018 / 7:00 p.m.

UNC William and Ida Friday Center
Free and open to the public. No tickets or reservations required. No reserved seats.
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On Orientalist Genealogies:  
The Split Arab/Jew Figure Revisited

Additional events 
with Dr. Shohat 

are planned for 
UNC graduate 

students and 
faculty. Visit us 

online for details: 
jewishstudies.unc.edu

Summer School
congratulates 
The Daily Tar Heel, 

another campus
 “institution,”

 on its

125th
anniversary!

Summer School
(140 years and counting)

 

@UNCSummerSchool

UNC artists use commissions to fund their craft
By Maeve Sheehey
Assistant Arts Editor

Studio art isn’t what comes to 
mind for most people when they 
think of money-making majors —

but some UNC student artists are 
using their creativity to turn a profit 
by selling commissioned art.

Purchasing art on commission 
means buyers will pay artists to cre-
ate specific projects. Commissioned 
art is different from other out-
side-the-classroom art projects, 
because students must consult with 
clients and meet their deadlines.

“I wouldn’t say that I’m not tech-
nical in my other work, but when I’m 
creating something for someone else, 
I really try to make sure I do it right 
the first time,” said Sydney Wood, a 
junior who sells furniture, wall art 
and spoons made from exotic wood. 
“There’s a lot less experimentation 
because there’s a timeline you have 
to work on.”

Students who sell commissions 

also tend to have stricter instruc-
tions when completing their work 
than they would for other projects.

“I wouldn’t say it creates difficulties, 
but it definitely feels different,” junior 
James Pallant said. “When there’s a 
clear purpose that I know from the 
beginning, then the process feels more 
mechanical to me, but often I find that 
when I’m making my own artwork, I 
don’t know really what it means or 
why I did it until after the project is 
done, and I can look back and see, ‘Oh 
yeah, now it makes sense.’”

Pal lant ’s  main  medium is 
screen-printing, which he uses to cre-
ate and sell denim pencil cases made 
from repurposed jeans. He also makes 
posters for bands, including musicians 
in New York City. He was commis-
sioned for one of these posters while 
attending an afterparty of the band 
The New Tarot’s concert one night.

“That night, I was carrying around 
a little tiny relief press machine, and 
I was carrying around print-making 
paper, linoleum blocks, print-mak-

ing ink and everything I would need 
to improv-make a print there — you 
know, as you do,” Pallant said. “I ended 
up hanging with the keyboardist and 
making a print there that night, and 
I stayed in touch, and a couple weeks 
later she asked me to make a poster.”

Senior Jubal Strube sells pho-
tography on commission, often for 
events like weddings and gradua-
tions. One of his favorite pieces was 
a photography project commissioned 
by Livingstone College that docu-
mented the historical landmark 1100 
West Monroe St., which was an all-
Black boys’ school in the 1940s.

“Livingstone College kind of came 
to me and saw my work on my docu-
mentation style of photography that 
I do,” Strube said. “And they asked 
for me to photograph the building 
the way that it is, and most of those 
photographs are hanging up in the art 
department at Livingstone College.”

Junior David Fee makes furniture 
sculptures to add functionality to his 
art. He finds commissions helpful 

because they provide guidelines for 
his work.

“I like to have an audience in mind 
and think, ‘Oh, I’m making a table 
that somebody will want to buy,’” Fee 
said. “First of all, it’s going to have 
to be sturdy. Second of all, it’s going 
to have to match whichever decor or 
whatever stylistic things that I think 
that a person who wants to spend 
money on a piece of art-slash-furni-
ture is going to want.”

Market troubles
Even students with experience cre-

ating art for specific audiences said 
they struggle with limited education 
about how to market their work.

“Honestly, I wish that we got more 
training at UNC as to the whole busi-
ness side of art because it’s one thing 
that I feel like I’m under-educated 
in,” Pallant said. “This is something 
I’ve had to kind of figure out for 
myself, and sometimes I don’t know 
if I’m doing a very good job on that.”

Wood said that student artists 
should protect their work by market-

ing their original pieces, rather than 
pirated copies.

“I’d say just to market yourself and 
really accentuate how you’re provid-
ing a service,” Wood said. “A lot of 
people think art is free, and they just 
screenshot a picture of something 
and then they think they have it, but 
they don’t have the actual thing.”

Art students who manage to sell 
their work on commission are tasked 
with finding a balance between com-
pleting in-class art projects and the 
work they do for profit. Pallant said 
the work art students do outside 
the classroom can actually be more 
important than coursework because 
it stimulates creativity.

“Sometimes I feel guilty about 
spending 20 hours stitching together 
a pencil case when I’ve got an essay 
due,” Pallant said. “But if it’s what 
you really want to do, that’s more 
important — even if it means a B on 
the exam that you should have been 
studying for instead of an A.”

arts@dailytarheel.com

CJAA week seeks to debunk ‘the myth of the criminal’
By Jordyn Williams

Staff Writer

The Criminal Justice Awareness 
and Action group held a series of 
events this week to challenge stu-
dents to consider how a criminal 
record can change a person’s life. 

“Probably everyone has commit-
ted something that they could have 
been convicted for, they just haven’t 
been caught,” said sophomore Sarah 
Mackenzie, awareness and policy 
chair for the CJAA.

For the past three years, this 
student-run subcommittee of the 
Campus Y has held a weeklong 
series devoted to a theme in crimi-
nal justice. The theme of this year’s 
Criminal Reform Advocacy Week 
frames the stigma placed on those 

who have been convicted of crimes 
and the life-long consequences they 
face.

“Our theme this year is called 
the myth of the criminal, and it’s 
to emphasize that we place certain 
identifiers on what it means to be 
a criminal without really think-
ing about why we’re doing that,” 
Mackenzie said. “We set up a series 
of events to question why we label 
people as criminals, and why we’re 
so quick to cast them out of society.”

The week consists of a string of 
daily speaker events on different 
topics related to the broader theme. 
Some of the notable speakers were 
Darryl Howard, who served 21 years 
in prison for a crime he did not 
commit, as well as N.C. Rep. Marcia 
Morey, D-Durham, a strong activist 

for juvenile justice reform.
“Representative Morey was a 

judge in Durham, and she creat-
ed a diversion program for people 
under 21 who had misdemeanors,” 
said first-year Valerie Lucas, who 
attended the event. “It was more a 
rehabilitation program than simply 
punishment, so it wouldn’t affect 
people’s lives. (Morey) felt that some 
of the crimes people were getting 
arrested for weren’t justified as far 
as punishments went.”

Lucas said she felt the justice sys-
tem often underestimates criminals 
because the general public feels they 
lack the ability to change. She said 
that often one’s own privilege can 
cloud their ability to accept that they 
too are criminals.

“My favorite thing that we’ve 

been doing is Pit-sitting with the 
We Are All Criminals organiza-
tion where we sit in the pit and ask 
people to put beans in jars for each 
crime they’ve committed and got-
ten away with,” Lucas said. “Most 
UNC students are really privileged 
and have gotten away with a lot of 
things.”

Mackenzie said many students 
attended the week-long event series 
and were excited about this because 
the effect of awareness goes farther 
than just the criminal justice sys-
tem; it hits home for many students 
as well.

“It gave us a chance to have UNC 
students reflect on crimes they 
committed, why they got away with 
them, and what their life would be 
like if they got caught,” Mackenzie 

said. “What would their lives be like 
if they had to check a box on college 
applications saying they had a crim-
inal record or if they wanted to apply 
for a job?”

Mackenzie said the CJAA has been 
working to get Aramark, the compa-
ny UNC uses to provide food and 
programming for Carolina Dining 
Services, to get rid of the checkable 
box on their job applications for 
whether or not the applicant has a 
criminal record.

“I think that the trend towards 
being overly harsh and overly polic-
ing is scary, and I believe pretty 
strongly that everyone is more than 
the worst thing they’ve ever done,” 
Mackenzie said.

@jordynw6
university@dailytarheel.com
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DTH/CHICHI ZHU
Students and faculty lead a crowd of several hundred during a rally against fascism at South Building on Feb. 21.

By Charlie McGee
Staff Writer

Rumors of white supremacist 
organizations coming to protest 
against a UNC employee motivated 
students and workers to rally togeth-
er in opposition on Wednesday.

While the white supremacy protest 
didn’t happen, the counter-protest at 
the steps of South Building attracted 
numerous people from around cam-
pus. Some in attendance, including 
UNC Workers Union member Tony 
Rossodivito, expressed concerns for 
the potential danger of these groups 
coming to the University.

“White supremacy, and its repre-
sentatives coming out and threatening 
faculty and threatening students, it’s a 
public safety issue,” Rossodivito said. 

The rumors of a planned protest 
originated from an email sent to mul-
tiple UNC staff members Feb. 16 by 
an individual named Kevin Cormier. 
He claimed to be a member of the 
group Kool Kekistani Kids, though 
no documentation exists to verify 
that this group exists. In the email, 
Cormier said they would be joined by 
Identity Evropa, a well-documented 
nationwide white supremacist group.

The email said the rally would be 
held unless the University investigat-
ed Dwayne Dixon, a teaching assis-
tant professor in the Department 
of Asian Studies. Dixon became the 
target of some radical right-wing 
groups when he posted a Facebook 
status Jan. 7 about being a coun-
terprotester last year at the “Unite 
the Right” white supremacy rally in 
Charlottesville, Virginia.

Dixon mentioned carrying a rifle 

in Charlottesville, something he 
strongly advocates for those pro-
testing against white supremacists. 
While Dixon said he does not advo-
cate for use of any weapons unless 
it’s for self-defense, he feels a change 
must occur in the way democrats 
approach these kinds of protests.

“I understand the ethical concern, 
that somehow, something will be con-
taminated,” Dixon said. “But, from my 
mind, that moral high ground is where 
you go to drown in blood. Because if 
you don’t actually start to resist and to 
stand up to people, and, yeah, some-
times it may involve actually putting 
your body on the line, then we won’t 
actually have anything to build.”

In the Facebook status, Dixon said 
he used the rifle to “chase off ” James 
Alex Fields Jr., who was driving a car 
suspiciously close to the counterpro-
testers in Charlottesville. Minutes 
later, Fields Jr. used that car to run 
over and kill Heather Heyer, another 
anti-white supremacy protester, on a 
different street, in an incident that 
made national headlines.

Some right-wing groups used the 
Facebook post to paint Dixon as part-
ly to blame for Heyer’s death. After 
receiving threatening messages for 
months following, an incident on Feb. 
7 escalated things to a physical level.

Dixon said in an email to a fel-
low UNC staff member that he was 
greeted by two men in the hallway 
of his office who prevented him from 
exiting. As they recorded Dixon with 
a phone, the bigger of the two men 
restrained and shoved him repeated-
ly while claiming that Dixon was the 
one doing the harassing.

These events led Dixon to take the 

threat of a white supremacy rally on 
campus seriously. The situation res-
onated with many of Dixon’s cowork-
ers at the University, who showed up 
in solidarity with their colleague.

“Free speech on campus is a huge 
deal right now, and people on the 
right and the left have different 
opinions about it,” said Bo Eberle, a 
teaching assistant in the Department 
of Religious Studies who attended 
the rally. “But it seems very hypo-
critical since it’s usually right wing 
organizations that talk about speech 

when they bring in controversial 
speakers, like Sebastian Gorka last 
semester, who are agitators with 
bigoted views. But, yeah, supposed-
ly when they get wind of somebody 
being a Marxist, that is something 
that they think is worthy of firing.”

The focus of the rally covered more 
than just the issue of white supremacy, 
with speakers also addressing things 
like frustration with the University 
administration, police and Silent Sam.

“Our chancellor must protect our 
safety, not a Confederate monument,” 

said Altha Cravey, associate professor 
of geography. “UNC is not a brand for 
wealthy people to profit from.”

Many of the rally’s speakers and 
attendees used the phrase “do it like 
Durham,” referencing protesters 
who tore down a Confederate stat-
ue in Durham in August of 2017. As 
the rally closed with a march to the 
base of Silent Sam, the chant indi-
cated rising tensions from people at 
the University who want to see the 
monument removed.

university@dailytarheel.com

Students stand in solidarity against threat of fascism
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Students in Texas draft petition for recognition

By Cate Byrne
Staff Writer

A group of students at  the 
University of North Texas are back-
ing a petition that aims to name a 
new residence hall after a woman 
or person of color.

Of the over 87 buildings on 
UNT’s campus, only two are named 
after women, and none are named 
after people of color despite over 
50 percent of the undergraduate 
student body identifying as people 
of color.

This is reminiscent of the situa-
tion on UNC’s campus during the 
2015 renaming of Saunders Hall, 
which was named after William L. 
Saunders, a former leader of the Ku 
Klux Klan.

The building was renamed 

Carolina Hall  despite a large 
group of students proposing it be 
named Hurston Hall after African-
American novelist Zora Neale 
Hurston.

Willie Wright, now a geogra-
phy professor at Florida State 
University, wrote an op-ed on the 
issue for The Daily Tar Heel in 
2016.

In an interview, Wright said he 
attended the unveiling of an exhib-
it on Saunders in the newly named 
Carolina Hall. 

At the event, he witnessed mem-
bers of the University-appointed 
exhibit task force act condescend-
ingly toward onlookers. Wright 
said the exhibit, University attitude 
and naming of the building belit-
tled the advocacy of undergradu-
ate students and those who came 
before them.

It was this unveiling and the 
injustices done to his fellow aca-
demics with the naming of Carolina 
Hall — a building Wright still 

refers to as Hurston Hall — which 
prompted him to act.

Wright said a common excuse is 
that the University and its build-
ings were named and built in a dif-
ferent time.

“But now we know better, and we 
need to do better,” he said.

UNT’s situation is similar.
Misaki  Col l ins ,  a  member 

of UNT’s Student Government 
Association and a UNT campus 
tour guide, began the petition after 
a young girl on one of her campus 
tours asked if there were any build-
ings named after black people at 
UNT. 

Collins had to reply no, and this 
brief exchange set in motion the 
events to follow.

“For the rest of the tour I was 
talking about how UNT can make 
your dreams come true and how 
we’re so diverse,” Collins said. “I 
just felt like such a liar and felt like 
that girl was looking at me differ-
ently after the tour.”

Collins made the petition soon 
after this tour and introduced a stu-
dent government resolution to sup-
port the petition, which had over 
1,000 signatures as of Wednesday. 
Now Collins is hoping the next step 
will be administrative support and 
action, but it seems the administra-
tion is not entirely in Collins’ and 
the movement’s corner.

Nancy Kolsti, a former UNT 
spokesperson who resigned this 
week, emailed Collins last week 
stating the university seeks to name 
buildings after prominent figures 
and does not use a quota system. 
She went on to say the petition’s 
wishes were a form of reverse rac-
ism.

“Insisting that UNT must have a 
residence hall named after another 
woman or a ‘person of color’ when 
there are other deserving individu-
als is imposing a quota system, and 
to me, that is a form of reverse rac-
ism,” Kolsti said in the email.

In an email statement on the 

matter, UNT spokesperson Kelley 
Reese said Kolsti’s email does not 
reflect the university’s views, as 
Kolsti was expressing her right to 
free speech as a private citizen.

“We encourage our students to 
take an active role in helping to 
shape the university and applaud 
the actions of our student govern-
ment to petition for values in which 
they believe,” Reese said.

Collins said while the petition 
doesn’t have administrative sup-
port yet, she’s hopeful student sig-
natures will continue to increase in 
the coming week.

“Students don’t realize we have 
a voice,” Collins said. “But students 
here are finally realizing that, and 
they’re feeling empowered because 
they see how much student com-
ments matter. 

“That’s definitely something 
I want to remind everyone at all 
campuses of.”

@cate_byrn
state@dailytarheel.com

You can check out more than books at Chapel Hill libraries
By Doug Dubrowski

Senior Writer

At Orange County Public Library, 
residents can check-out more than 
just books. A program at local librar-
ies allows people to borrow an inter-
net hot spot for up to three weeks. 
But the program may see a reduction 
of available hot spots to control costs. 

Jim Northrup, Orange County’s 
chief information officer, said he 
credits the idea of renting hot spots 
to Library Director Lucinda Munger. 

Northrup said what drove him to 
action was meeting with so many 
residents concerned about their 
household broadband speed or lack 
of internet access altogether. 

At that point, Northrup said he 
decided the county should fund the 

library’s to-go hot spots through a 
pilot program to collect data about 
who uses them and where they live. 

Orange County Board of County 
Commissioner Penny Rich said the 
program started with only a few hot 
spots to see if people would actual-
ly borrow them, but demand rose 
quickly. 

Today, Munger said the program 
has expanded to include around 
130 hot spots split between Orange 
County’s main library and two 
Carrboro locations.

“We really didn’t do a whole lot of 
advertising when it first came out a 
couple years ago. We did some, and 
then it just kind of spread by word of 
mouth really,” Munger said.

As the county increased the num-
ber of to-go hot spots, Northrup said 

the number of people on the waitlist 
also increased, and Munger estimat-
ed that over 130 people are currently 
in line to borrow hot spots as soon 
they are returned. 

“It’s really just about demand 
for really good broadband con-
nection out in the rural areas, or 
sometimes areas that are just close 
to Hillsborough,” Munger said. 
Northrup was quick to credit Verizon 
Communications Inc. for keeping 
the program’s cost much lower than 
it could have been. He said the coun-
ty’s contract with Verizon supplies 
hot spots for public employees to 
use for county business, but the com-
pany agreed to allow the county to 
distribute the hot spots to residents 
through libraries. 

Northrup, Rich and Munger all 

expressed concern that the cost of 
the program would make it unsus-
tainable in the long-run, but agreed 
it was a creative way to provide inter-
net access to residents as the county 
worked on a permanent solution. 

Northrup said the hot spots cost 
$38 per month as part of a part-
nership with Verizon, and keeping 
130 hot spots for just one year costs 
$59,280. He said the county man-
ager and Board agreed it would be 
more productive to put some of this 
money toward a strategic solution to 
increase broadband access in Orange 
County, and Northrup’s unofficial 
budget for next year recommends 
reducing funding to cover about 60 
hot spots.  

“(The hot spot program is) not 
long-term fiscally sound, but for 

what we call the ‘band-aid cure,’ it 
helps right now,” Rich said. “But at 
the same time, if you can help one 
kid do their homework or help one 
person get a job, then for me, it’s sure 
worth it to try to think outside the 
box and try to come up with some 
sort of solution.”

Northrup said many residents 
also thought the program would be 
unsustainable long-term, but he said 
he was still motivated to address the 
lack of internet faced by many in the 
county. 

“On a day-to-day basis, if you want 
to get around in the world, you can’t 
live without the internet,” Rich said. 
“The people that are denying that, or 
want to be deniers, they just aren’t 
living in the real world.”

city@dailytarheel.com

The University of North Texas 
has no buildings named after 

people of color. 
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By Kate Karstens
Staff Writer

A week af ter  the  Mar jor y 
Stoneman Douglas High School 
shooting in Parkland, Florida, UNC 
faculty have been asked to read a 
script outlining classroom emergen-
cy procedures.

Written by  Associate  Vice 
Chancellor for Campus Safety and 
Risk Management Derek Kemp, 
the script asks the class instructor 
to read aloud safety procedures for 
weather, medical and fire emergen-
cies. Another category listed is “a 
situation in which someone intends 
to do harm,” which the script noted 
can be a difficult situation to have a 
clear-cut answer.

It does, however, list that students 
and faculty should run, hide and fight, 
with the latter option as a last resort 
when one’s life is in imminent danger.

Despite the lack of Parkland ref-
erences by Kemp and in the script, 
faculty and students associate the 
event with the refresher on emer-
gency procedures.

“In light of recent events in 
Parkland, Florida, I wasn’t surprised 
my English professor informed us 
of the emergency procedures at the 
beginning of class,” said first-year 
Jenny Suwanmanee. 

Professor Andy Bechtel of the 
School of Media and Journalism pub-
lished a Tweet of the statement and 
spoke about the content in his class-
es. He traditionally uses his Twitter 
account to call attention to University 

actions and requests of faculty.
“I wanted to share with people what 

the University was doing after the sit-
uation after the Florida shooting, and 
how we’re preparing our faculty and 
staff,” Bechtel said. “When I talked 
about it in class on Monday morning, 
students appreciated the conversa-
tion.”

Despite the timely release of the 
script shortly after the events at 
Parkland, Kemp made no mention of 
gun violence or school shootings in his 
official statement. Instead, he credits 
the script to requests by faculty at the 
start of the spring semester.

“The script covered a variety of 
scenarios and is just one of the ways 
Carolina promotes safety and pre-
paredness on campus,” Kemp said.

The script also aimed to facilitate 
open discussions about emergency 
preparedness.

“My peers and I started talking 
about what we would do consider-
ing the classroom setup in emergen-
cy situations,” Suwanmanee said. 
“Considering that my English class is 
on the 3rd floor of Greenlaw, it was 
unsettling to my peers and me that 
our classroom didn’t have a lock and 
the windows can’t be opened.”

This script has brought light to 
a number of security measures that 
students and faculty must take to 
remain safe on a college campus, 
whose setting is far more public and 
exposed than traditional K-12 school 
settings where students initially 
learn emergency procedures.

university@dailytarheel.com

For Rent
STONECROP APARTMENTS. Walk to cam-
pus, downtown, affordable 2, 3, or 4BR 
w/ 4BA. Rent includes all utilities, parking 
in garage, WiFi, W/D, huge kitchen, rec 
room, security entrance with elevator. Call 
919-968-7226, rentals@millhouseproper-
ties.com.  

For Sale
“DROMGOOLE, TWICE-MURDERED.” First 
full-length book about Gimghoul Castle 
legend. By E. T. Malone Jr. Literary Lan-
tern Press. More information, purchase at 
www.malonesmaps.com 252-257-3542. 
Available locally at Flyleaf Books.  

Help Wanted
HELP WANTED Construction company 
working at UNC needing some extra help. 
$11/hr Flexible day hours. Call Jeff 402-
618-7439 

10 AM DOGS WALKER 2 medium dogs, 
northern chapel hill. flexible days. 
email: northchapelhillmom@gmail.com 

NURSE OR STUDENT NURSE wanted a 
couple of hours/day for recovering pa-
tient after major surgery. 12 minutes from 
campus by car. Please email availability: 
simons.house1@gmail.com 

SUMMER STAFF The Duke Faculty Club 
is seeking motivated, energetic, and 
dependable camp directors, counselors, 
swim coaches, and life guards for sum-
mer 2018. Great pay and fantastic work 
environment! Go to facultyclub.duke.edu 
for details.  

Holiday Help
CHAPEL HILL FLORIST is hiring delivery 
drivers for Valentine’s Day. Must have 
clean license and own vehicle. Call or stop 
by 200 West Franklin 919-929-2903 

Services
TORNADO CRUZ TREE SERVICE 18 years 
of experience, free estimates. 919-951-
5691 Insured  

Travel/Vacation
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK

$189 for 5 DAYS. All prices include: 
Round trip luxury party cruise, accom-
modations on the island at your choice 
of 10 resorts. Appalachia Travel. www.
BahamaSun.com, 800-867-5018.  

(c) 2016 TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES, INC.

H O R O S C O P E S

To get the advantage, check the day's rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.

If February 23rd is Your Birthday...
Growth comes through studies, travel and 

exploration this year. Team coordination fulfills 
shared dreams. Savor fun with beloved people 

this summer, and they help you navigate 
changing circumstances. After reflection, new 
energy infuses your physical work and health. 

Regular practice strengthens your heart.

Aries (March 21-April 19)
Today is a 7 -- Focus on the job at hand. 
Read the fine print before signing any-
thing. Ignore rumors or gossip. Forgive 
miscommunications, but keep written 
records.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)
Today is a 7 -- Income and expenses can 
fluctuate. Grab a chance to make some 
extra cash. Minimize financial risks, and 
hold off on something you don’t really 
need.

Gemini (May 21-June 20)
Today is an 8 -- Keep personal dreams to 
yourself for now. Save energy for exist-
ing responsibilities and keep plotting. 
Pamper yourself with small pleasures 
like hot water and bubbles.

Cancer (June 21-July 22)
Today is a 6 -- Lay low and recuperate. 
Finish your work in private. Learn a 
valuable trick. Take things slow, as the 
possibility of error is high.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is a 7 -- Support a friend who’s go-
ing through a rough patch. Pull together 
in a community effort. Have patience 
with misunderstandings. Serve with 
empathy and compassion.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is a 7 -- Keep taking care of 
business, one step at a time. Let go of 
a preconception. Look at the situation 
from a different perspective.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Today is a 7 -- Adapt to current circum-
stances. Avoid extra expense or hassle. 
Proceed with caution; traffic or obstacles 
could cause delays. Listen to the news 
for updates.

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is a 7 -- Review the actual numbers 
before making a decision. Don’t believe 
everything you hear. The sales pitch may 
not match the true quality.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is a 7 -- Compromise is necessary 
to get anything done. You won’t have 
to defer gratification forever. Listen to a 
variety of views before choosing.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is a 7 -- Get out and move your 
body to grow your heart stronger. The 
workload or chaos factor could increase. 
Rest well, and nurture your health.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Today is a 7 -- Prioritize fun with family 
and someone attractive. Anticipate some 
disagreement. Old assumptions get 
challenged. Forgive small transgressions 
and insensibilities. Apologize whenever 
appropriate. Love is fundamental.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is a 5 -- Relax at home with family. 
Household duty calls. Don’t take on any 
new challenges yet. Postpone travel. 
Decrease stress every way you can.

DTH office is open TODAY from 9am-5pm  • DTH office will re-open at 8:30 on 8/13/14

                    Deadlines
Line Ads: Noon, the day prior to publication

Display Classified Ads:  3p.m., two days
prior to publication

Line Classified Ad Rates
Private Party (Non-Profit)
25 Words ....... $20.00/week
Extra words ..25¢/word/day

Commercial (For-Profit) 
25 Words ....... $42.50/week
Extra words ...25¢/word/day

EXTRAS:  Box: $1/day •  Bold: $3/day

To Place a Line Classified Ad Log Onto   
www.dailytarheel.com/classifieds or Call 919-962-0252

DTH office is open Mon-Fri 9:00am-5:00pm

Help Wanted
BR = Bedroom • BA = Bath • mo = month • hr = hour • wk = week • W/D = washer/dryer • OBO = or best offer • AC = air conditioning • w/ = with • LR = living room

NEWMAN CATHOLIC STUDENT CENTER

MASS SCHEDULE DURING LENT

Saturday Vigil: 5:15 pm
Sunday: 9:00 am, 11:00 am, 7:00 pm

Monday, Wednesday & Friday: 5:00 pm
Tuesday & Thursday: 12:30 pm

Eucharistic Adoration after Monday and 
Thursday Mass in the Activity Center

Stations of the Cross Friday: 5:45 pm

218 Pittsboro Street (across from The Carolina Inn)

NEWMAN CATHOLIC STUDENT CENTER
ASH WEDNESDAY MASS SCHEDULE

February 14, 2018

Masses with Ash Distribution
 7:00 am – Newman Church
 12:15 pm – Great Hall, Carolina Union
 5:00 pm – Newman Church
 7:00 pm – Newman Church

During the season of Lent, we will add a daily Mass on 
Monday at 5:00 pm, Eucharistic Adoration after Monday 

and Thursday Mass in the Activity Center, and 
Stations of the Cross on Fridays at 5:45 pm.

Discussing safety after 
Parkland gun violence

Put me in, coach: Welcome to Walk-On U

By Brooke Bauman
Staff Writer

For every starting lineup of a col-
lege football team, there is a crew 
of guys who may never get to take a 
snap. These walk-ons balance school 
and regimented practices without 
being recognized or publicly appre-
ciated in the way scholarship players 
are.

After years of taking the heavy hits 
and staying in the lowlight, football 
walk-ons across the U.S. are uniting 
to have their story heard. University 
“Walk-On U” Twitter pages have 
swept the nation, providing walk-
ons with the opportunities to poke 
fun at themselves while also getting 
the recognition they deserve.

Junior Zach Goins, who works for 
the University Desk of The Daily Tar 
Heel, is a walk-on football player at 
UNC who created UNC’s version of 
“Walk-On U” in fall of 2016. As of 
now, the page has a loyal fan base of 
1,296 followers with strong connec-
tions to comparable walk-on Twitter 
pages from other schools.

“At every school, the story is 
the same,” Goins said. “They all go 
through this. We actually have a 
GroupMe with close to 100 guys, and 
it’s like two or three guys from each 
school. We’re all about networking 
and reaching out to our fellow walk-
ons.”

Goins said he jokes that walk-ons 
have a motto that they are going 

pro in something other than sports. 
But being a walk-on doesn’t nec-
essarily lead to a life of mediocrity. 
There’s always the chance of catching 
a break on the field and making it 
big. Take Mack Hollins, for exam-
ple. In the span of five years, Mack 
Hollins went from a walk-on player 
on the UNC football team to a Super 
Bowl champion.

The glorious glow-up of Mack 
Hollins has been prime material for 
Goins and the walk-ons to use on 
the Twitter page. Ultimately, it is an 
opportunity to explain how walk-ons 
are an integral part of any football 
program, especially at UNC.

“UNC has a reputation for being a 
team that takes walk-on players that 
are not on scholarship and turning 
them into players that either earn 
scholarships or just make significant 
impacts for the team,” Goins said.

Walk-ons may take one of two tra-
ditional paths to join the UNC foot-
ball team. Preferred walk-ons are not 
offered scholarships but are recruit-
ed by the coaching staff. They also 
have the opportunity to train with 
the team during the summer prior 
to football season. Students can also 
try-out for the team in August, but 

fewer walk-ons are added this way.
Once walk-ons join the team, 

they are welcomed to the brother-
hood of UNC football. Jack Dinges, 
a first-year walk-on, appreciates 
how players can connect with each 
other regardless of their status on 
the team.

“If you walked into the locker 
room, it’s not like the scholarship 
guys are separate from the walk-ons 
or anything like that,” Dinges said. 
“We’re all really close and tight-knit. 
So I think that’s one of the great 
things about our program.”

As a senior,  walk-on Chris 
Ripberger has completed his college 
football career. Looking back on his 
experience, he said the struggle was 
all worth it.

“Coming in as a walk-on, it’s real-
ly intimidating,” Ripberger said. “It’s 
one of the toughest things I’ve had 
to do. It’s really hard to stay focused 
and stay motivated when things 
aren’t necessarily going your way. 
But the effort that I’ve put in over the 
three years makes the playing time 
that I was able to get senior year that 
much more important and special.”

university@dailytarheel.com

Walk-on players form their 
own jokes and community 
around their experiences.

“It’s one of the toughest things I’ve had to do. It’s 
really hard to stay focused and stay motivated 
when things aren’t necessarily going your way. But 
the effort that I’ve put in over the three years makes 
the playing time that I was able to get senior year 
that much more important and special.”
Chris Ripberger
Walk-on football player
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The Pit’s past
Allegedly, The Daily Tar 

Heel was the first publica-
tion to refer to the Pit as the 
Pit. See pg. 2 for story.

Making headlines
The DTH has a long his-

tory of stirring up trouble 
and raising hell. See pg. 5 
for story.

Honoring history

Students at UNT are 
petitioning reminiscent of 
#HurstonHall. See pg. 13 
for story.

Sports! Sports!
Women’s tennis pulled 

together and served up 
some teamwork. See pg. 16 
for story.

games

Solution to 
last puzzle

Complete the grid 
so each row, column 
and 3-by-3 box (in 
bold borders) contains 
every digit 1 to 9.

© 2015 The Mepham Group. All rights reserved.

Level: 1 2 3 4

(C)2012 Tribune Media 
Services, Inc.
All rights reserved.Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle  

Across
1 Corrosive compounds
6 Dog in “The Thin Man” 

mysteries
10 Pork serving
14 Heath-covered 

wastelands
15 Fish tempter
16 What the little hand 

shows
17 Corporate world meal
19 Otherwise
20 Guys-only gathering
21 Lawyer: Abbr.
22 Artificial
24 Took a load off
26 Helps with the holdup
28 Manning of the NFL’s 

Giants
31 Instruction on a 

Steinway
36 Four times a day, in an 

Rx
37 Early Peruvians
38 Continental 

cash
39 Turn loose
41 Fry cook’s woe
44 Light bulb, in 

comics
45 Motionless
47 CD-__
48 Political head
51 Obstinate 

beast
52 Back of the 

boat
53 Sky safety org.
55 Historic 

Spanish fleet
58 Eden dweller
60 Rope source
64 Aretha’s genre
65 “The Maltese Falcon” 

actor
68 Voice below soprano
69 Defib specialists
70 Disney mermaid
71 Burns or Byron
72 Pair of performers
73 CFO’s monetary 

report, and a hint to 
this puzzle’s four 
longest answers

Down
1 Bandstand boosters
2 Small water bird
3 Nebraska neighbor
4 Bottom-of-the-barrel 

stuff
5 Ukr. or Lith., once
6 Touch the edge of

7 “Oye Como Va” group
8 “__-Tac-Dough”: TV 

game show
9 Walking obediently, as a 

dog
10 32 pieces and a game 

board
11 Havana “Hi!”
12 Force out
13 Chief exec
18 Ancient Romans
23 FedEx assignment: 

Abbr.
25 Capital of Samoa
27 Ordered (around)
28 Provide with gear
29 Singer Ronstadt

30 Thumb twiddler
32 More in need of a 

rubdown
33 Kama __: Hindu love 

guide
34 Tiered cookies
35 Societal expectations
40 Reacts to being 

ravenous
42 Like better
43 Big name in razors
46 “No, No” Broadway gal
49 Since Jan. 1, on pay 

stubs
50 Jumped
54 Now, in Nogales
55 Rush job letters

Walk to campus, affordable,
new in downtown!

Rent Includes:
• 4 private bedrooms (and 4 full    
   bathrooms in each unit!). 
• Full kitchen with spacious cabinets
• Washer and dryer in-unit
• Dishwasher and garbage disposal 
• Refrigerator with ice maker
• Microwaves
• Complimentary recreation room (TV, 
   Pool Table & Wi-Fi) 
• Parking spot in garage 
• Security entries at elevator & stairs. 

For More Information,
919-968-7226 • office@millhouseproperties.com

Visit: http://stonecropapartments.com

Call or email to see this amazing property!
919-968-7226 • rentals@millhouseproperties.com

Your Rent includes: 
• All utilities (Water, AC/Heat, Electricity)
• Wi-Fi
• Parking spot in garage 
• Security entries at elevator & stairs 
• Washer / Dryer in each unit
• Refrigerator with ice maker
• Full kitchen with spacious cabinets
• Microwaves
• Complimentary recreation room
   (TV, Pool Table & Wi-Fi) 

2, 3, & 4 bedroom units available 
Each room has its own full bathroom. 

 Closest Chiropractor to Campus!

 Now in Carrboro!  •  www.ncchiropractic.net

 Dr. Chas Gaertner, DC
 NC Chiropractic
 304 W. Weaver St.

 919-929-3552

 Keeping UNC Athletes, Students, & Staff well adjusted

 Voted BEST in the Triangle!

Questions about auto accidents? Give me a call!                 Keeping UNC Athletes, Students & Staff well adjusted

The DTH revisits some 
of its former homes

The Campus Y, as shown in this photo from a 1985 edition of the paper, once housed the DTH.

Moving trucks wait outside the former DTH office on East Rosemary Street on Feb. 15, 2018.

The DTH set up in the Reese News Lab at the bottom of Carroll Hall for a week during the move.

The DTH is currently moving into its newest office on Franklin Street, pictured above in chaos.
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‘One of the biggest hearts you’ll ever meet’

DTH FILE/CALEECE NASH
Brittany Pickett (28) pitches during a game against Wisconsin on Feb. 17.

By Jordanna Clark
Senior Writer

When a coaching friend told Donna 
J. Papa about a softball player from 
Indian Trail, N.C. in 2014, he described 
her as a big hitter, a lefty and a pitcher.

Those were the only words that 
North Carolina softball ’s head 
coach needed to hear. Her interest 
was piqued. She made the drive to 
Raleigh to watch Brittany Pickett, 
then a sophomore, play for Sun 
Valley High School in the NCHSAA 
3A state championship at the Walnut 
Creek Softball Complex.

“She didn’t disappoint,” Papa said. 
“She hit the ball hard, and they won 
the state championship.”

In the game Papa watched, Pickett 
earned a win on the mound with five 
strikeouts. At the plate, she finished 
with two hits, one of which was a 
double. Her performance on both 
sides earned her the MVP as Sun 
Valley swept C.B. Aycock, 6-4, as part 
of a two-game series.

Luckily for Papa, UNC was the 
only school that Pickett visited, even 
after that performance.

“Living in North Carolina, that 
was everyone’s dream — to go to 
UNC,” Pickett said, “and I really 
found that out while I was in high 
school. This was my number one.”

The 6-foot rookie racked up a 
number of accolades during her first 
season of playing at the collegiate 
level: ACC Freshman of the Year, 
All-ACC First Team and ACC All-
Tournament Team. She had a .299 
batting average and slugged 12 home 
runs, the second most on the team.

On the mound, Pickett went 22-10 
with a 2.81 ERA in 221.2 innings, 
which wasn’t too shabby for some-
one who decided on a whim that she 
wanted to be a pitcher.

***
At age 11, Pickett realized that she 

was tired of playing first base, so she 
decided to switch things up.

One of her coaches had an open 
practice, where anyone who was inter-
ested in pitching could give it a try. 
Little did Pickett know that this was 
the start of the journey that would lead 
her to a D1 offer from UNC.

“I whaled the ball over the fence 
like five times and I thought that 
maybe it wasn’t for me, but I kept 
practicing,” Pickett said. “My coach 
said that I had some potential, but 
I didn’t see it. I thought that I was a 
terrible pitcher.”

It didn’t take long for Pickett’s 
future coaches to also recognize her 
true potential. They realized her 
pitching speed, and that became her 
main weapon for strikeouts. While in 
high school at Sun Valley, about 30 
minutes outside of Charlotte, Pickett 
also started to mix up her speed and 
used a variety of pitches.

“When they told me that I could 
go D1, I thought that there was no 
way,” Pickett said. “There’s no way. 
From there, I started going to cam-
pus, and I worked my way to get to 
this position that I’m in now.”

Jessica Bowen, Pickett’s former 
hitting coach, is someone that she 
still keeps in close contact with while 
she is in Chapel Hill. Bowen isn’t sur-
prised by the amount of success that 
Pickett has achieved.

“I had no question in my mind,” 
she said. “That’s the type of player 
that Brittany is. The type of play-
er that comes from a small town, a 
small school, and loves the game and 
loves to go to work.”

***
Pickett hasn’t always been a soft-

ball star.
Before she worked for countless 

hours on the softball diamond, she 
spent her time cheering and doing 
gymnastics.

“I got so tired of my mom pulling 
my hair into buns and ponytails,” 
Pickett said. “I told my mom that I 
couldn’t do it anymore.”

Whenever she’s not on the softball 
diamond, Pickett enjoys watching 
Breaking Bad on Netflix and hanging 
out with her pets. She has an English 
bulldog named Harley who she calls 
her “whole world” and recently adopt-
ed a cat, even though she doesn’t con-
sider herself much of a cat person.

Although Pickett is only a soph-
omore, she already knows that she 
wants to be a professional softball play-
er when she graduates. If she doesn’t 
go pro, she hopes to start a career as 
a nurse practitioner. Pickett is off to 
a good start, as she was an All-ACC 
Academic Team and ACC Academic 
Honor Roll selection last season.

“She’s always looking out for her 
teammates,” Papa said. “She takes 
care of people a lot, and I think that 
she’ll make a good nurse because her 
personality suits that.”

If she pursues her Bachelor of 
Science in nursing at UNC after she 
graduates, she’d love to be a volun-
teer assistant for the softball team. 
But if she isn’t in nursing school at 
UNC, she wants to conduct softball 
lessons somewhere.

Pickett’s talent might be intimidat-
ing to opposing pitchers and hitters, 
but, as a person, she’s far from that.

“Honestly, I don’t think that 
there’s enough time in the day to say 
what I think of Brittany,” Bowen said. 
“She is someone who has one of the 
biggest hearts that you’ll ever meet.”

***
Last year, Kendra Lynch was 

North Carolina’s undisputed leader.
Lynch, one of just two seniors on 

last year’s squad, was able to spend 
more time hitting instead of pitch-
ing, thanks to the depth Pickett pro-
vided. It helped UNC in a number of 
ways: Lynch hit 21 home runs, and 

the Tar Heels made appearances in 
both the ACC Championship and the 
NCAA Tournament.

“We were right there, and we were 
so close,” Pickett said.

Lynch took Pickett under her 
wing and helped to develop her into 
the player that she is now.

Things didn’t start out so easy 
for Pickett during her first year. The 
team traveled to Winthrop to play in 
a fall tournament, and Pickett had a 
rough outing in her first collegiate 
start. She was upset, but from there, 
she improved every week.

Her hitting developed, and she 
built confidence in herself. At first, 
Pickett was hesitant to push herself 
in the weight room, scared that oth-
ers would judge her for failing. But 
when she saw her teammates failing 
at times too. She realized it wasn’t 
anything to stress about and won 
the team’s most-improved award for 
strength and conditioning. All of this 
came under Lynch’s guidance.

“She was my go-to person,” Pickett 
said. “She was one of my closest 
friends last year. She probably made 
me the person that I was last year 

mentality-wise, because she was 
such a good leader. If I could play 
with her again, I definitely would.”

This spring, Pickett is without 
Lynch, and she will have to find a 
way to live up to the hype without 
her mentor.

“She really has to reinvent herself 
this spring,” Papa said. “When you 
have that kind of success, everyone 
knows your name and they know 
how you are and what you’re going 
to throw. So now she has to throw 
them a curveball.”

Pickett isn’t sweating it, though. 
She has an 1.71 ERA, 36 strikeouts 
and 11 hits as the 5-5 Tar Heels head 
into the Mary Nutter Collegiate 
Classic this weekend in California.

With her resume from last sea-
son, one thing seems certain: the 
ACC Pitcher of the Week honor that 
Pickett received after the team’s 
opening weekend in a Florida tour-
nament won’t be her last.

“I love having her in the program,” 
Papa said. “I think that she’s All-
American material, All-Conference 
material and all of that.”

sports@dailytarheel.com

By Michael Magnuson 
Staff Writer

Twenty-two home runs, 110 runs bat-
ted in and 99 hits — these are the stats 
that first baseman Michael Busch is on 
pace to reach after the first five games 
of North Carolina’s season.

The sophomore likely won’t finish with 
these numbers, but they do show the 
improvements that he has made between 
his first and second year of college.

Busch added to his already impres-
sive 2018 season with two hits, a walk 
and two stolen bases in No. 8 UNC’s 5-2 
loss to St. John’s.

“It’s huge,” Busch said. “Last year, I 
struggled at the beginning and came off 
the bench part of the year. And I went 
to summer ball, got a lot of ABs there.”

The Minnesota native hasn’t always 
been a hitting machine, however. In 2017, 
Busch only hit three home runs and 22 
RBIs all season with a .215 batting aver-
age. He is only one home run and 12 
RBIs short of matching last year’s totals 
as of Wednesday. Despite a rough start to 
Busch’s college career, head coach Mike 
Fox has always had confidence in Busch.

“We knew Michael was going be a 
really good player for us when he got in 
here last year,” Fox said. 

The improvement that Busch has 
shown has obviously benefited the team. 
He has two three-run home runs, 10 RBIs 
and a .440 on-base percentage. However, 
his impact has been felt by teammates in 
ways the casual fan can’t recognize.

The threat of Busch has forced pitch-
ers to give the batters in front of him bet-
ter pitches to hit. Pitchers can’t afford to 

pitch around other hitters because they 
want as few base runners on as possible 
when Busch is at the plate.

“I moved all over the lineup last year, 
and this year I kind of fell into the two 
hole right now,” third baseman Kyle 
Datres said. “Having Busch behind 
me to protect me, I feel like I’m seeing 
some good pitches up there.”

Busch has had a positive impact on 
Datres’ hitting, and the numbers back it 
up. With Busch behind him in the order, 
Datres has a five-game hitting streak, 
and he leads the team in hits with 10.

Datres and Busch have undoubtedly 
been the key pieces for the UNC (2-3) 
offense so far this season. They rank 
first and second in hits on the season, 
and they both bring veteran leadership 
to the team.

“He’s very important,” Fox said of 
Datres. “He’d be the guy, probably he 
and Michael, that I would want up 
there with the game on the line because 
of that experience and toughness.”

Both players have enjoyed an incred-
ible amount of success for such a short 
amount of time, but they still are put-
ting the team’s objectives first.

“After last year and how good we 
were and the frustrating ending we 
had,” Busch said, “I just want to get 
back to Omaha, which we haven’t done 
in a few years.”

“I didn’t have the season that I want-
ed last year,” Datres said. “And I know 
our team didn’t end the way we want-
ed to, so I think we’re all pushing. We 
all pushed in this off-season to get that 
much better for this upcoming year.”

sports@dailytarheel.com

Brittany 
Pickett stars 

for UNC 
softball

Michael Busch leads UNC offenseAney, Sanford lead UNC 
women’s tennis to 4-1 win

By Nicole Booth
Staff Writer

The No. 1 North Carolina wom-
en’s tennis team (12-0, 1-0 ACC) 
has played four top-10 teams in 12 
games this season. It beat every 
single one of them.

After facing tough squads, 
including No. 2 Pepperdine and 
No. 3 Ole Miss, UNC faces yet 
another top-10 opponent on 
Sunday: No. 7 Vanderbilt. With 
such a difficult schedule, one 
might expect the physical and 
mental challenge to be too daunt-
ing for UNC. However, the team 
doesn’t see it as that — it sees it as 
motivation to keep winning.

“We like challenges,” junior 
Jessie Aney said. “I think that’s 
something that makes us a good 
team. We like playing those top-
10 teams. We like to be pushed.”

The team played its first out-
door match of the season on 
Wednesday. UNC was off to a slow 
start against rival N.C. State, and 
it was obvious that the Tar Heels 
weren’t used to playing outside.

“This was a good test for us,” 
head coach Brian Kalbas said. 
“We just have to get used to play-
ing more outside. I would’ve 
loved to have played better. I 
think we were frustrated some-
times because the points were 

not as easy as they normally are.”
In its first conference match, 

UNC trailed early on in all three 
doubles matches. The team was 
soon able to shift its momen-
tum in its favor as No. 9 Aney 
and Alexa Graham defeated 
their opponent, 6-4. No. 20 Sara 
Daavettila and Alle Sanford then 
clinched the opening point, win-
ning 6-3 in their doubles match.

And in singles, excluding No. 
15 Makenna Jones, who decided-
ly defeated her opponent, 6-0 in 
both sets, the matches were hard-
fought. No. 93 Graham won UNC 
its third point of the day, defeat-
ing her opponent, 6-2, 6-3. No. 
32 Aney clinched the 4-1 win over 
N.C. State when she defeated her 
opponent, 6-3, 6-3.

The Wolfpack’s only point of the 
day came when No. 8 Sanford lost 
in singles. The first-year went down 
3-0 in her first set and seemed to 
panic. She tried to calm down and 
get into a rhythm, but she couldn’t. 
She wasn’t able to recover from that 
early deficit and lost, 6-4, 6-3.

“She’s a freshman playing 
number one,”  Kalbas said. “She’s 
a target now. Alle needs to under-
stand that and channel herself in 
a more positive way. She’s putting 
a lot of pressure on herself.”

UNC has already been crowned 
ITA Indoor Champions this sea-

son for the third time in program 
history. The Tar Heels finished 
as runner-ups in both 2016 and 
2017, but this year’s squad had the 
depth it took to get over the hump 
and win the title.

“We have players in every 
position that’s going to give us an 
opportunity to win,” Kalbas said. 
“It’s not the same people winning 
matches. It’s different people 
coming through for us.”

That chemistry carries over to 
their personal lives, too. The play-
ers have a close connection that 
extends off the court.

“We just kind of have fun out 
there on the court and off the 
court, and I think that’s really 
important for a team,” Aney said. 
“We’ve shown that we can still 
have a really focused attitude 
when we’re playing points and 
then have fun other times.”

Kalbas cites the team’s chemis-
try as a big factor in its success, and 
he’s confident that the support each 
player shows for one another will 
allow the team to continue improv-
ing as the season progresses.

“It’s such a competitive group,” 
Kalbas said. “Everybody’s pushing 
the player in front of them. It’s the 
easiest group I’ve had to coach. 
They really enjoy being around 
each other.”
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